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Abstract 

Estuaries are highly productive, coastal marine environments that provide vital ecosystem 

functions supporting human health. Throughout history, many major settlements have been 

established adjacent to estuaries, so to take advantage of the resources they provide. After 

centuries of exploitation and heavy pollution, the health of estuaries have experienced a 

notable decline. The need for effective management strategies has arisen, but their efficacy 

continues to be questioned due to the dynamic and unpredictable nature of these 

environments. Non-linear processes, such as regime shifts, make long-term predictions of 

ecosystem health a point of concern. To combat this issue in New Zealand, ecosystem 

interaction networks (EINs) have been used to predict the future health of estuaries using 

long-term statistical modelling. Unfortunately, these models fail to capture the coupling 

interactions between biotic and abiotic variables that occur in such a volatile environment. 

Therefore, we have created a simple model design that replicates the dynamic ecosystem 

interactions found within the benthic environments of New Zealand estuaries, with a specific 

focus on the behaviour of the keystone bivalve species Macomona liliana. A multitude of 

biophysical dynamical models currently exist in this field (e.g. Delft3D and DELWAQ); 

however none with the ability to replicate the exchange of nutrients between the sediment and 

benthic layer caused by M. liliana pumping behaviour. Consequently, this makes our model 

the first of its kind. Our model design simulates the variation of three dynamic variables 

(biomass, nutrients, detritus) corresponding to the interactions of M. liliana and 

microphytobenthos (MPB) at a representative site of New Zealand sandy bottom estuaries 

(Tuapiro Point, Tauranga Harbour). Extensive testing was conducted to ensure that, at the 

baseline level, the model’s output was consistent with field sampling data seen within the 

literature. Once completed, the model was tested against external forcing factors that are 

likely to occur within New Zealand estuaries – turbidity, sedimentation, and external nutrient 

loading. We found that our system is light limited, with M. liliana and MPB biomasses both 

declining with increasing turbidity. MPB populations fluctuate significantly following a 

sediment mud content increase, which we believe demonstrates a reaction to an ecological 

tipping point being surpassed. Furthermore, we found that a significant influx of external 

nutrient loading is required to initiate a MPB bloom, which the system cannot maintain 

despite nutrient levels remaining high. Our model’s results are in agreement with estuarine 

responses seen in the past, with our design exceeding the guidelines surrounding the efficacy 
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in predicting ecosystem tipping points. Therefore, due to its unique ability to demonstrate the 

interactions within coupled systems and its broad applicability globally, we believe our 

model can become a central component of future estuarine management strategies. 

Recommendations are made for future improvements to the model design, increasing both its 

range of simulated ecological processes and the validity of its predictions. 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation of the Study 

 Anthropogenic influences are putting pressure on estuarine ecosystems along New 

Zealand’s coastlines. Land derived stressors from human occupation and resource 

exploitation within estuaries are causing a decline in ecological health (Wells et al., 2019; 

Clark et al., 2021). Over time, estuaries undergo natural shifts in biotic and abiotic factors, 

having a gradual impact on an estuary’s physical condition. Urbanisation has created a non-

linear response within estuaries to anthropogenic pressures (Green, 2013), reducing 

ecosystem resilience. In ecological terms, resilience is an ecosystem’s ability to respond to 

disturbance and retain the same function (Walker et al., 2004). An ecosystem’s state will 

decline more quickly if it has low resilience (Scheffer et al., 2001), making it more 

susceptible to biodiversity loss and a change in ecosystem state. 

 Benthic macrofauna, such as the bivalve Macomona liliana, are imperative for 

nutrient cycling within coastal marine ecosystems (Douglas et al., 2017). M. liliana is a filter 

feeding shellfish species that regulates the exchange of nutrients between the water column 

and seabed sediment. They dwell 10-15cm beneath the marine sediment surface, excreting 

waste from material on the seabed by pumping water into the sediments. Their pumping 

behaviour pressurises sediments, generating a net upward flow of nutrient rich water, feeding 

algae dwelling at the sediment-water interface. This action is responsible for enhancing 

primary production and ecosystem function (Volkenborn et al., 2012; Woodin et al., 2012; 

Huettel et al., 2014; Kristensen et al., 2014). Anthropogenic influences are negatively 

impacting the bivalves’ ability to perform their key functional roles, such as decreasing their 

growth rate (Wells et al., 2019), contributing to a decreasing resilience in estuaries. 

 Microphytobenthos (MPB) are also important to the health of New Zealand estuaries. 

Critical roles they serve within estuaries include primary production, carbon fixation, nutrient 

cycling, and sediment stabilisation (Borum & Sand-Jensen, 1996; Sundbäck et al., 2006; 

Jones et al., 2016; Joensuu et al., 2017; Hope et al., 2019). Crucially, they are the food source 

of M. liliana, which eat MPB using an inhalant siphon they protrude through the sediment 

surface. MPB live atop sediments, in what is known as the benthic layer. This region begins 
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at the shoreline and is considered to be an ecological hotspot within estuaries, responsible for 

preventing excess nutrient enrichment. Anthropogenic activity is causing an increase in fine 

sediment within benthic areas, reducing their resilience and the health of the organisms that 

dwell within it (Thrush, 2004; Douglas et al., 2018; Clark et al., 2021). Consequently, 

nutrient processing and removal is being dampened by such activity (Mermillod-Blondin & 

Rosenberg, 2006; Huettel et al., 2014). 

 New Zealand’s estuaries are particularly prone to the addition of fine sediments and 

nutrients entering through river run-off. The array of negative effects that ensues increases 

the biotic and abiotic shifts in condition an estuary already experiences. Slowly shifting 

physical conditions are manageable by an estuarine system, but anthropogenic activity is 

generally accompanied by an increase in the rate of physical change (Scheffer et al., 2001). 

Estuaries can function with multiple stable states operating within them (Wang & 

Temmerman, 2013), but should anthropogenic activity reduce an estuary’s health past its 

tipping point, a regime shift may occur – a change in species and chemical composition 

within an estuary due to the conversion from one stable ecological state to another (Walker & 

Meyers, 2004). Despite the recent expansion in research surrounding tipping points, they are 

not a new phenomenon. Many ecosystem tipping points have been documented in the past, 

the crash of the horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus) population in the North Sea in the 

1980s being a famous example. Tipping points are hard to predict, with regime shifts often 

being sudden and occurring after non-linear changes in estuarine conditions. Therefore, it is 

difficult to implement management practices surrounding these incidents, making it harder 

for governing bodies to restrict anthropogenic activity that negatively impacts estuaries. 

New Zealand’s coastal zones underpin many facets of its economy. Within its 

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), which is the fourth largest in the world and 20 times larger 

than its land mass (New Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage Te Manatu Taonga, 

2006), New Zealand waters house industry in renewable energy, tourism, minerals, oil and 

gas, aquaculture, and fisheries. To ensure that the multitude of practices do not interfere with 

each other or harm the environment, a holistic management approach is needed. This MSc 

research is sponsored by National Science Challenge: Sustainable Seas; a New Zealand wide 

endeavour to generate foundational research for the creation of a coastal Ecosystem Based 

Management (EBM) system. The National Science Challenge combines scientific research 

and Mātauranga Māori to produce adaptable resources for ecosystem management, while 

providing for Treaty of Waitangi partnerships. This project will contribute to determining the 
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factors causing estuarine ecosystem ‘tipping points’. Specifically, it focuses on the role M. 

liliana have in regulating the exchange of nutrients between seabed sediment and the water 

column within estuarine environments. 

1.2  Research Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this research was to determine the factors which cause estuarine 

ecosystem tipping points, using a simple ecosystem model. Specifically, we have created an 

ecosystem interaction model (EIN), built upon a prototype developed by Dr Karin Bryan and 

Dr Giovanni Coco. Our version models biotic and abiotic interactions within an estuary to 

identify the impact sediment and nutrient loading has on the estuary’s functionality. This data 

can be used to determine the health of the estuary and the organisms within it. Similar EINs 

have been created for New Zealand estuaries previously (Thrush et al., 2014, 2021); however, 

using different methodologies and creating statistical models, rather than dynamic. EINs 

allow researchers to model the flow of energy within a system, and identify how an 

ecosystem may react to change, in a relatively short amount of time and without having to 

conduct field experiments. In our case, our research focussed on the adjustments in M. liliana 

behaviour, and the changes that might occur as water column nutrients and suspended 

sediments vary, reflecting real world circumstances at Tuapiro Point (Tauranga Harbour, 

New Zealand). The goal was to be able to predict an estuarine tipping point. The creation of 

our model is important, as New Zealand estuaries are under immense stress from fine 

sediments and nutrients. Identifying tipping points before they occur within the Tauranga 

Harbour is crucial, as a regime shift within this ecosystem would cause widespread loss of 

biodiversity, function, and recreational potential.  

Our model incorporates a positive feedback system, imitating the relationship 

between three components within New Zealand estuaries. These are 1) the changing biomass 

of MPB and M. liliana; 2) MPB and M. liliana detritus; and 3) nutrients within the top layer 

of benthic sediment and within the water column. M. liliana live within the top layer of 

benthic sediment, pumping nutrients to the sediment surface where they are consumed by 

MPB. These creatures live and die, contributing to their biomass and detrital ‘pools’ 

respectively. Sources and sinks generated in the exchange processes between these pools 

change their mass with time, which are coded within the model to create an interpretable 

output.  
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Key questions that were addressed, to determine estuarine ‘tipping points’ include: (i) 

How did changing nutrient and sediment loading in the model, change the balance between 

M. liliana and MPB biomass? (ii) Under what conditions did the (simplified) benthic food 

web access nutrients from the water column verses surviving only on regenerated (sediment 

sourced) nutrients? (iii) How does light availability (turbidity) effect the relationship between 

M. liliana and MPB, and their biomasses.  

Three objectives were identified for this research: 

Objective one: Create a dynamic model that can accurately synthesise basic ecological 

relationships in benthic communities within New Zealand estuaries.  

Objective two: Subject the model to external forcing patterns that occur within New Zealand 

estuaries and evaluate the model’s response.  

Objective three: Identify issues within the model and outline resolutions.  

1.3  Thesis Outline 

This thesis is divided into chapters based upon the construction and evaluation of the model 

and its outputs. 

Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Chapter two consists of a literature review, encompassing biotic and abiotic relationships 

within estuarine benthic communities, and estuarine ecosystem tipping points. 

Chapter 3: Methodology 

Chapter three consists of the methodology used in the construction of the model. The chapter 

explains the choice of parameters and gives background on their sources. It also describes the 

equations used within the model and their interactions. 

Chapter 4: Results 

Chapter four evaluates the functionality and output of the model, based upon the key 

questions aforementioned (see Section 1.2).  

Chapter 5: Discussion 

Chapter five explores the relevance of the model’s output to the literature. Recommendations 

are made regarding the model’s efficacy in estuarine management. 

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 

Chapter six is a summary of the key results and findings within our research. Opportunities 

for future research are identified. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1  Estuaries 

 Estuaries are partially enclosed, coastal bodies of water subject to waves, tides, and 

the influx of saline and riverine inputs – more simply, they are where rivers meet the ocean 

(Pritchard, 1967). They constitute a small portion of the marine environment, being only 11% 

of the ocean and 4% of land (Barbier, 2017). Estuaries are one of the most productive 

biological regions globally, with a vast variety of fish species using these areas for spawning 

and development (McDowall, 1976). However, estuaries are distinguished by little permanent 

ecological structure (such as kelp or coral) and high degree of organism mobility, due to their 

harsh and altering abiotic conditions (Costanza et al., 1995). Their productivity is abused by 

humans, as 50% of the international fishing harvest takes place within nearshore oceanic 

areas and estuaries (Kennish, 2019). With over 2.4 billion people living within 100 km of the 

coast, estuaries are under immense pressure from decades of use as repositories for 

anthropogenic waste (SEDAC, 2011). 

 Contaminants enter estuaries through several key pathways; runoff from land, 

dumping and discharges from ships, atmospheric deposition, riverine input, and direct 

pipeline discharges from settlements (Bourdeau & Barth, 1986). Most of the pollution is 

derived from land-based sources (>40%) and atmospheric deposition (30%) (GESAMP, 

1990). Pollutants harm estuaries long past their visual signature, accumulating in sediments 

where ongoing legacy effects cause detrimental consequences to life in the years following 

(Attrill & Thomes, 1995; Birch, 2000; Hewitt et al., 2009). Legacy effects can manifest as an 

increase in organic carbons, pathogens, or nutrient enrichment (Kennish, 2002). These 

disturbances interrupt key ecological functions, many of which are imperative for human 

health. An ecosystem function is an action that alters the movement of organic matter, 

nutrients, or energy through an environment, such as photosynthesis (Cardinale et al., 2012). 

Storm protection, nutrient regeneration, and food provisioning are amongst the most 

important services estuaries provide to humans (Waikato Regional Council, n.d.). Ecosystem 

services – ecological functions, processes, and characteristics that sustain human wellbeing 

(Costanza, 2020) – have been valued at more than US$33 Trillion per year (Costanza et al., 
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1997). After accounting for inflation since the publishing of this figure, ecosystem services’ 

value has risen to over US$52 Trillion annually. Estuarine ecosystem services are expected to 

decay as anthropogenic discharge of pollutants into these environments continues to rise 

(Kennish, 2002). An estuary’s type can determine its predisposition to anthropogenic 

stressors such as sedimentation, with New Zealand alone having eight different classes of 

estuaries (NIWA, 2014). For example, large shallow drowned valley estuaries encourage a 

diverse benthic community, as their size permits greater wind fetch (Clark et al., 2021). The 

resulting wind-generated mixing and circulation improves recruitment (Commito et al., 

1995), increases the food supply (Fréchette & Bourget 1985), and strengthens the estuary’s 

resilience to storm events (Thrush et al., 2003). Other estuary types are not as fortunate, and 

their benthic environments are more vulnerable to anthropogenic stress. 

 Nutrient and sediment inputs are often associated with a gradual change in estuarine 

health; however, in general, current rates exceed an estuary’s ability to offset negative 

change. In the USA, nutrient enrichment impacts between 30-60% of estuaries (Bricker et al., 

2008), while sedimentation rates have increased by as much as 100-fold in some parts of the 

world (Thrush et al., 2004). Sediment and nutrients enter estuaries naturally, but are 

exacerbated by ongoing land use changes. Switching from native forest to agricultural land, 

or creating urbanised settlements near the sea, creates non-permeable surfaces for sediments 

to shift across without being trapped, all of which accumulate within estuaries (Vitousek, 

1994; Matthaei et al., 2006; Green, 2013). As climate change threatens more storm events, 

sedimentation within estuaries will increase (Williams, 2012; Herring et al., 2015). 

Sedimentation is frequently coupled with greater nutrient availability, creates muddier 

substrate that buries organisms, alters community composition, and reduces ecosystem 

function (Lovelock et al., 2007; Pratt et al., 2013). On the local scale, environmental elements 

such as grain size and salinity are crucial in determining community structure, while 

temperature is also important across expansive geographic scales (Denis-Roy et al., 2020). In 

a model created by Clark et al (2021), community composition frequently altered above 20°C 

sea surface temperature (SST), suggesting that as species’ temperature tolerances and 

distributional boundaries change with climate change, we may see a notable restructuring of 

communities (Johnson et al., 2011). It was further found that in New Zealand these natural 

environmental variables, plus wind-wave exposure, are more significant in predicting shifts 

in community composition than land-derived stressors (Clark et al., 2021). However, there is 
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uncertainty surrounding this claim in regions of excessive land-derived stress, as New 

Zealand estuaries are typically low in mud and nutrient content. 

 

Figure 2.1. Weighted importance across all taxa (overall importance) of natural environmental variables and stressors from 

land in predicting benthic macroinvertebrate compositional turnover in New Zealand estuaries. R2 evaluated by boot-

strapped gradient forest models. The average contribution by each predictor across 100 bootstraps is demonstrated by the 

grey bars, with error bars denoting the standard deviation (Clark et al., 2021). 

 

 

 The model designed in this project will focus on an estuarine system’s response to 

nutrients and sediments. Its output will help in the understanding of patterns and relationships 

within New Zealand estuaries, and further progress toward creating a tool useful for 

predicting estuarine ecosystem tipping points. 

2.2  M. liliana 

 M. liliana is a keystone species within New Zealand estuarine ecosystems (Pratt et al., 

2013). It is a tellinid bivalve that dwells within the top 10cm of sandy sediment, deposit 

feeding on microphytobenthos (MPB) at the sediment surface through an inhalant siphon 

(Pridmore et al., 1990). It is part of a wider benthic macrofauna community that are critical 
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for preserving the health of estuaries and have long been observed conducting key functions 

within intertidal sandflats (Pratt et al., 2013). Bivalves carry out imperative functions within 

coastal environments, such as providing a source of food (Thrush et al., 1994), nutrient 

cycling (Henriksen et al., 1983; Magni et al., 2000; Woodin et al., 2016), increasing primary 

production (Marinelli & Williams, 2003; Lohrer et al., 2004; Volkenborn et al., 2012; Huettel 

et al., 2014; Kristensen et al., 2014), regulating phytoplankton biomass (Cloern, 1982; 

Newell, 2004), and the oxygenation and flux of nutrients out of subsurface sediment (Woodin 

et al., 2016).  

 M. liliana are ecosystem engineers, as they regularly hydraulically alter the sediment 

boundary layer in benthic systems (Woodin et al., 2016). During feeding bouts, waste and 

water is excreted from the organism. This generates pore-water pressure gradients that flush 

nutrient rich pore-water through the sediment surface, oxygenating subsurface sediment and 

accelerating MPB production (Woodin et al., 2010; Woodin et al., 2012; Volkenborn et al., 

2012). The process changes the structure of the benthic boundary layer, increasing ecosystem 

functioning (Lohrer et al., 2004). Therefore, M. liliana serve a pivotal role in the functioning 

of estuarine environments, a role demonstrated by the benthic interaction model produced by 

Thrush et al. (2014).  

 

Figure 2.2. Illustration of a New Zealand estuarine benthic interaction web (Thrush et al., 2014). Reproduced by permission 

of John Wiley & Sons. 

 

 

 

 Species within benthic macroinvertebrate communities, such as M. liliana, are 

regularly used to evaluate anthropogenic impacts on estuaries. These species can demonstrate 
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the consequence of numerous stressors over time, display distinct stress-tolerances, and they 

are included in multiple trophic levels (Dauer 1993; Borja et al. 2000). In a study completed 

by Hope et al. (2020), lipid reserves in M. liliana tissue were reduced by a maximum of six 

orders of magnitude, following medium and high nitrogen addition to sample plots. Despite 

an increase in food availability following nutrient enrichment, M. liliana nutritional quality to 

higher trophic levels decreased, shown by the lower ratio of essential fatty acids in their 

tissue. Therefore, nutrient enrichment from anthropogenic activities can reduce carbon flow 

and ecosystem productivity. Alongside the reduced intake of food, there may be several 

factors for this phenomenon. The bivalve’s lower nutritional quality may be explained by 

chemical stress from the accumulation of ammonium in sediment (Camargo & Alonso, 2006; 

Simpson et al., 2013) or lipid peroxidation and oxidative stress – as seen in other bivalve 

species (Coutteau et al., 1996; Alves de Almeida et al., 2007). Bivalves often increase their 

metabolic activity as a stress response to prolonged exposure to pollutants (Smolders et al., 

2004; Alves de Almeida et al., 2007; Patil, 2011), meaning that their fatty acid and lipid 

reserves, and their biomass, would further decrease. 

 This project will model the interactions of M. liliana with the external forces most 

likely to be encountered in New Zealand estuaries, to investigate how the behaviour and 

density of this species affect the stability of the system. With this, we hope to prove that M. 

liliana are biotic stabilisers of estuarine ecosystems that maintain the health and functionality 

of New Zealand’s coastal waters. 

2.3  Microphytobenthos (MPB) 

 MPB, a descriptive term for microscopic autotrophs affiliated with benthic sediments, 

perform a variety of functions that are imperative for the health of estuarine ecosystems. 

Within New Zealand estuaries, MPB perform a larger role in the food web than pelagic 

phytoplankton and are the most significant primary producer when accounting for their 

productivity and biomass (Jones et al., 2016). As a result, MPB account for a large portion of 

total marine carbon fixation (Borum & Sand-Jensen, 1996). Alongside their role in climate 

control, MPB contribute to nutrient recycling, sediment stabilisation, and the improvement of 

water quality (Sundbäck et al., 2006; Joensuu et al., 2017; Hope et al., 2019). They are the 

only source of omega-3 and omega-6 essential fatty acids to higher trophic organisms; a 

pathway highly influenced by nutrient and light conditions (Hill et al., 2011). For many 

bivalve species, the consumption of Omega-3 fatty acids contained in MPB is essential for 

their reproductive success (Fearman et al., 2009). MPB also facilitate denitrification, by 
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supplying nitrogen cycling bacteria with a labile carbon source through their oxygenation of 

the sediment surface (Tobias et al., 2003; Cnudde et al., 2015)  

 Increasing nutrient concentrations may elevate the biomass and productivity of 

primary producers, which can cause an overflow of effects throughout the estuarine food web 

(Human et al., 2018). MPB are no exception, and a population explosion (bloom) of these 

organisms create eutrophic waters, often associated with fish kills, the modification of 

community composition, and the loss of submerged macrophytes (Human et al., 2016). The 

ensuing death of MPB creates further toxic water conditions, as dissolved oxygen 

concentrations plummet due to their decomposition (Nixon, 1995; Anderson et al., 2008). 

 Despite fine sediments stimulating MPB by increasing nutrient availability (Drylie et 

al., 2018), the concurrent light limitation decreases their photosynthetic potential (Kromkamp 

et al., 1995; Cahoon & Safi, 2002; Du et al., 2017). MPB have been known to adapt to light 

limitation physiologically and behaviourally (Cartaxana et al., 2016), through migration and 

photo acclimation (Consalvey et al., 2004; Migné et al., 2007; Jesus et al., 2009; Serôdio et 

al., 2012). Through this process, MPB quality, biosynthesis, and the ability to transfer 

essential fatty acids, may decrease. In lakes, nutrient availability and light intensity are 

crucial in governing algae quantity and quality (Sterner et al., 1997), something seldom 

considered within estuaries (Hope et al., 2020).  

 MPB are included in this model as their populations alone can induce mass change to 

an ecosystem’s health, reducing its resilience and increasing the chance of a regime shift. 

Exploring the governing effects nutrient and light have on MPB is crucial for gaining an 

understanding of the importance of their ecosystem functions and their role as prey. The 

model simulates MPBs reaction to increasing external forcing variables. MPB’s interaction 

with these parameters can be interpreted to identify the effect of nutrient loading and 

sedimentation on the stability of estuarine health.  

2.4  Benthic Layer 

 The benthic layer is the area at the lowest depth of the water column. It is an 

ecological region including the bottom layer of water, the sediment surface, and the topmost 

layer of sediment effected by the water. The benthic region begins at the shoreline and 

progresses to the depths of the ocean. Estuarine benthic zones are highly influenced by the 

surrounding catchment and continental region bordering their entrance to the ocean. A large 

proportion of marine denitrification from land sourced nitrogen occurs within coastal 
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sediments (Galloway et al., 2008). This removal of bioavailable nitrogen is imperative in 

preventing excess nutrient enrichment and is considered a vital function of soft sediment 

habitats in coastal environments (Thrush et al., 2021). Intertidal sandflats within estuaries 

sustain productive ecosystems that are crucial for nutrient cycling and primary production 

(Volkenborn et al., 2012; Huettel et al., 2014; Kristensen et al., 2014). Biota such as MPB 

and M. liliana facilitate community growth within benthic environments. MPB are primary 

producers, while bioturbation from M. liliana in the benthic layer dissolves silicate rich pore 

waters and inorganic carbon, displaces ammonium, and oxygenates subsurface sediments 

(Woodin et al., 2016). The process of exchanging nutrients from sediments to the water 

column creates a positive feedback loop between biotic and abiotic factors within the 

ecosystem (Kéfi et al., 2016). Fine sediment from land run-off and riverine input clog pore 

spaces, creating muddy substrate unsuitable for inhabitancy by marine macrofauna (Pratt et 

al., 2013). In the Tauranga Harbour, intertidal sediment transport is largely shaped by wind 

waves, while tidal currents and swell waves govern transport at the harbour entrance (Davies-

Colley & Healy, 1978). Here, tidal currents have altered the textural qualities of sediment, 

which mostly originates from marine sand on the Bay of Plenty continental shelf (Davies-

Colley & Healy, 1978). However, compared to other estuaries along New Zealand’s east 

coast, sedimentation rates within Tauranga harbour are low (Hancock et al., 2009). A shift 

from rural to urban environments is substantially reducing sediment inputs; however, 

urbanisation is creating a new issue. Concrete substrates provide an impermeable surface for 

sediment transport, creating a non-linear response to sedimentation (Green, 2013). This 

means that while less fine sediment is running off farmland, heavy rainfall events cause large 

quantities of sediment from the city to be deposited into the harbour. As climate change 

increases the risk of heavy storm events (Herring et al., 2015), sedimentation is likely to 

increase (Williams, 2012).  

 Sedimentation can reduce the functionality of the benthic layer significantly. The 

process is known to reduce the maximum density of M. liliana, the ammonium efflux from 

the sea floor to the water column from bioturbation activity, and the maximum rates of 

sediment oxygen consumption (Pratt et al., 2013). Therefore, a negative relationship exists 

between M. liliana and sediment silt content (thereafter, mud). As mud content increases, 

nutrient processing may be restricted, facilitating more eutrophic conditions (Douglas et al., 

2018) and reducing benthic community composition. Turbidity levels increase also, which 

can reduce light penetration to the sea floor. High turbidity negatively influences 
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phytoplankton growth, reducing the available energy in an estuarine system (Thrush et al., 

2004). 

 During the creation of an ecosystem interaction network (EIN), Thrush et al. (2021) 

discovered that during periods of elevated turbidity, sediments had a reduced ability to 

process nutrient additions. Therefore, the adverse impacts of nutrient additions to estuarine 

ecosystems may be intensified by the sediment’s diminished denitrification capacity.  

 

Figure 2.3. EIN situated within a (A) clear (>420 μmol·L−1·m−2·s−1 PAR) and (B) turbid (<350 μmol·L−1·m−2·s−1 PAR) sites. 

Pink boxes refer to the abundance of shellfish >20mm shell length; NH4
+ flux between the sediment-water layer and 

denitrification (N2) are indicated by the yellow boxes; benthic oxygen consumption outline within the blue box; purple boxes 

indicate mud, mud in the sediment, and the standing stock of microphytobenthos (Chl a); and teal boxes identify the 

experimental manipulation of nutrient addition and turbidity’s effect on available photosynthetically active radiation 

(average daily max PAR). Arrow thickness demonstrates the relationship strength, with black arrows identifying negative 

relationships and red positive (Thrush et al., 2021). 

 

 

 

 In turbid sites, benthic oxygen consumption was disconnected from the role of 

nutrient addition and light, demonstrating a reduced ability within the ecosystem to manage a 

nutrient increase. Within these sites, only MPB influenced oxygen consumption, as opposed 

to MPB and both M. liliana and A. stutchburyi directly impacting benthic oxygen 

consumption in clear sites (Thrush et al., 2021). 
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Figure 2.4. Denitrification enzyme activity in low mud (a) and high mud (b) sediments, shown by structural equations 

modelling ecosystem interactions. Path thickness is determined by the path coefficient (significant at p), with r2 variables 

displayed for each response variable. Black paths identify negative relationships, with red positive (Douglas et al., 2019). 

 

 

 

Research completed by Douglas et al. (2019) demonstrated how structural equation 

models (SEMS) can be used to assess changes in ecosystem dynamics within muddy and 

sandy environments. They found that the interaction networks within the sandy system are 

meaningfully different to those within the muddy model. Significant negative network 

interactions increase three-fold within the muddy system, and significant positive network 

interactions decrease in number. These changes indicate a breakdown in the functioning of an 
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ecosystem, and therefore a reduction of its resilience, following the transition from sandy 

sediments to muddy.  

 Nitrogen transformation rates, processed by microbial nitrogen cycling, are slower in 

muddier sediments compared to sandy (Huettel et al., 2014). Despite organic content 

generally being higher in muddier sediments, slower pore water advection limits the 

movement of solutes (Mermillod-Blondin & Rosenberg, 2006). This slow movement, paired 

alongside a decrease in macrofaunal trait-based indices (such as nutrient cycling) when mud 

content surpasses 10% (Rodil et al., 2013), creates a combination of factors ideal for 

generating hypoxic conditions. Once nutrient levels reach 1200mg kg-1, community 

composition within New Zealand estuaries has regularly been found to change (Clark et al., 

2021). Additionally, compositional shifts in community structure were found to be better 

explained by a sediment total nitrogen (TN) gradient, over mud content or total phosphorous 

(TP) (Clark et al., 2021). This may be the case as nitrogen is frequently the limiting nutrient 

within coastal ecosystems (Howarth & Marino, 2006). These results are consistent with eight 

Californian estuaries, with a TN threshold of 1000 mg kg-1, that experienced a shallowing of 

apparent redox potential discontinuity (aRPD) to almost zero (Sutula et al., 2014). 

Unsurprisingly, the shrinking of the aRPD depth is regularly connected to hypoxic events 

(Clark et al., 2021). Therefore, functional traits within the ecosystem that increase sediment 

mixing within muddy sediments, such as bioturbation from macrofauna, may be crucial in 

facilitating the bioadvection of solutes and increasing denitrification enzyme activity (DEA) 

(Douglas et al., 2019). Model outputs within Douglas et al. (2019) indicate that increasing 

sediment mud content decreases the relationship strength between DEA and several 

ecosystem components that are important for the removal of nutrients from sediments: MPB 

biomass, macrofauna diversity, and macrofauna abundance. Many of New Zealand’s 

estuaries are experiencing increases in mud content linked to anthropogenic activity on land 

(Swales et al., 2015; Urlich & Handley, 2020), which has further been recognised as an 

indicator of stress within estuarine ecosystems (Thrush et al., 2003, 2005; Ellis et al., 2017, 

Douglas et al., 2019). Even at compositions as low as 10% mud content within sediments, a 

reduction in sensitive taxa populations and functional redundancy can be seen within the 

ecosystem (Figure 2.5) (Thrush et al., 2003; Anderson, 2008; Robertson et al., 2015; Ellis et 

al., 2017). Specifically, mud accumulation has shown to cause a swift decrease in the 

abundance of M. liliana (Clark et al., 2021). 
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Figure 2.5. Box plots depicting the ecosystem constituents (a) mud content, (b) organic content, (c) Chl a, (d) total taxa, (e) 

abundance of macrofauna, and (f) large bivalves present in the sandy (10% mud) dataset (n=57). 25th and 75th percentiles 

and shown, 10th10th and 90th percentiles identified by whiskers, and black dots showing the 5th and 95th percentiles. The 

mean is shown by a dashed line, with the solid line indicating the median (Douglas et al., 2019). 

 

 

 

 Our model will simulate the effect of sedimentation (increasing mud content) on the 

behaviour and density of M. liliana. The consequent effects on MPB biomass, estuarine 

nutrient content, and M. liliana and MPB detrital values will also be demonstrated. This data 

can be interpreted to identify the effect of sedimentation on the benthic community and the 

estuary’s health. 
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2.5  Interactions Within the Benthic Layer  

 The key focus of this project is to model the interaction of M. liliana and MPB with 

components of the benthic layer when stressed by external forcing. To do this, we must first 

understand the interaction network itself, so that responses of the two species and the 

feedbacks they produce can be modelled accurately. 

 Extrapolating upon Figure 2.2, the interaction network of benthic ecosystems in New 

Zealand estuaries can be better understood. (1) M. liliana consume MPB (represented as 

chlorophyll a in Figure 2.2), decreasing their biomass (Lelieveld et al., 2004). A positive 

relationship between M. liliana and MPB biomasses exist, as the nutrients pumped from 

sediments during feeding bouts increases MPB populations more than M. liliana grazing 

decreases them (Thrush et al., 2006). Therefore, a decline in M. liliana ecosystem functions 

would decrease MPB production, further altering food web dynamics and existing functional 

roles within the benthic food web (Mangan et al., 2020). (2) Skilleter and Peterson (1994) 

confirm, in a study of the functionally similar species Macoma balthica, that the presence of 

organic content within sediment increased food resources available to bivalves. (3) Pore-

water nutrient concentrations are increased indirectly by M. liliana feeding activity (pathways 

2 and 5) and directly through pathways 4, maintaining a highly productive MPB biomass 

(Cahoon et al., 1999). (8) Bioturbation from M. liliana in high densities separates fine 

sediment, enhancing erosion and reducing mud content (Thrush et al., 1997). (11) The 

binding of fine sediment by a coagulant released by MPB is moderated by predation by M. 

liliana, reducing sediment mud content (Lelieveld et al., 2003). (14) M. liliana recycle 

detritus deposited into sediment from dead MPB, which returns to the water column’s 

nutrient pool (Ehrenhauss et al., 2004; Volkenborn et al., 2012; Woodin et al., 2012). 

2.6  Regime Shifts 

 With time, estuarine environments naturally experience compositional shifts in 

chemicals, biotic factors, and sediment composition, as well as changes in climate conditions. 

An estuary may undergo a ‘regime shift’ once the threshold of a governing variable, or the 

‘tipping point’, is exceeded. Walker & Meyers (2004) define a regime shift as the conversion 

from one stable ecological state to another, altering both the chemical and species 

composition. Tipping points are explained in more detail in Section 2.8. Regime shifts occur 

in response to stressors and are generally large and sudden (Selkoe et al., 2015). While a slow 

shift in physical conditions is manageable, anthropogenic activity is exacerbating negative 
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impacts in coastal regions (Scheffer et al., 2001). Even so, gradual changes to external 

forcing factors can reduce an ecosystem’s resilience to change, meaning only a small 

perturbation is required to surpass its tipping point (Kéfi et al., 2016). External forces are 

considered any factor outside the production of an ecosystem that alters its functionality, such 

as heavy metal pollutants. To put this into context, an estuary’s resilience to change will 

gradually decrease with consistent pollution input from an external factor such as road run 

off.  

 

Figure 2.6. Alternative forms of regime shifts, ranging from smooth/linear responses to discontinuous change (Selkoe et al., 

2015). 

 

 

 

 Regime shifts can follow a linear progression, where a gradual and predictable change 

in conditions is followed; however, this is often not the case. Such instances of non-linear 

change can be seen throughout nature, examples being the Allee effect or dose-response 

curves in physiology (Selkoe et al., 2015). These examples both demonstrate a sudden change 

of condition in response to external stressors, suggesting that natural systems may operate in 

a stable state until a threshold is surpassed. Estuaries are no exception; a common, and likely 

familiar, occurrence of marine tipping points being exceeded is the abrupt blooming of algae. 

The nonlinearity of an estuary’s response to stressors may be increased by its connection with 

the ocean (Selkoe et al., 2015). As such, this connection can allow for the restoration of an 

estuary’s ecosystem or the spread of its regime shift (Olds et al., 2012).  
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2.7  Alternate stable states 

 An estuary may function in one of two alternate stable states, in which the chemical 

and biotic composition of one is completely different from the other. Restoration of 

ecosystems that function in this manor is difficult and costly, as its pathway of recovery is 

different to its deterioration (Suding & Hobbs, 2009). It is common for the restoration of 

these systems to be plagued with time lags following the reduction, or eradication, of 

stressors (Montefalcone et al., 2011). Random events coinciding with restoration in estuaries, 

such as the establishment of new industry, can determine the ensuing restoration pathway – a 

sequence known as hysteresis (Selkoe et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 2.7. Illustration depicting ecosystem response over five distinct ecosystems. The grey components represent the 

external forcing needed for the five ecosystems to switch ecological state. The centre component represents an ecosystem 

with a strong positive feedback, while the components at either end depict ecosystems residing deep within their ecological 

state. Unstable ecosystems are depicted with smaller hills, having little resilience and need only small/moderate 

perturbations to shift state, while stable ecosystems have large valleys and require larger perturbations to undergo a regime 

shift. The yellow segment beneath illustrates an equilibrium curve, depicting a regime shift. The grey components can be 

matched to their respective positions along the curve, demonstrating where they sit regarding changing ecological state. F1 

and F2 identify where on the curve an ecosystem will change state (Scheffer et al., 2001). Reproduced with permission of 

Springer Nature. 
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 An ecosystem that can alternate between stable states often contains a positive 

feedback system within it (May, 1977). These positive feedback systems include interspecific 

links between abiotic conditions and species within a community. Positive interactions occur 

when the biotic or abiotic environment is enriched for one species by another (Kéfi et al., 

2016). The positive feedback is created when interactions benefit the same species, or a group 

of species, involved in the interaction (Wilson & Agnew, 1992). Interactions can be indirect 

or direct, with examples for M. liliana being the facilitation of phytoplankton biomass 

(Cloern, 1982; Newell, 2004) and the modification of sediment composition (Woodin et al., 

2016). Research shows that ecosystem states may be stabilised by biotic interactions, 

suggesting that the sensitivity of keystone species to environmental change is critical in 

maintaining community composition (Hall et al., 1992; Hare & Mantua, 2000; Marani et al., 

2010). Therefore, positive interactions between M. liliana and its community act as biotic 

stabilisers, preventing the occurrence of regime shifts induced by external forces (Hare & 

Mantua, 2000; Fleeger et al., 2003). 

 Benthic environments experience cyclic patterns, normally in the realm of five to 

seven years, which may be effected by oceanographic rhythms (Gray & Christie, 1983). 

These ecosystems may respond to internal interactions and external forcing in different ways 

(Kéfi et al., 2016). Responses may be progressive (Figure 2.8 (a) & (b)), or sudden following 

the exceedance of a limit during a static period (Figure 2.8 (c)). Regime shifts occur in rare 

circumstances when an ecosystem has multiple stable states it can function within (Figure 2.8 

(d)) 
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Figure 2.8. Ecosystem responses to external forcing. (a) Represents external forces changing with time. (b) Depicts an 

ecosystem undergoing gradual change in response to external forcing and has no positive feedback system present. (c) 

Demonstrates a rapid response to external forcing, occurring when there is a weak positive feedback system present. (d) 

Portrays an ecosystem with a strong positive feedback system. System (d) resists change until a tipping point is reached, 

causing an abrupt change from one state to another once surpassed. Such response is classified as hysteresis, which requires 

external conditions to decrease to a point that is smaller than where the shift occurred. (b-d) therefore demonstrate that the 

response of an ecosystem to external forcing is dependent on the strength of the positive feedback system between biotic and 

abiotic factors (Kéfi et al., 2016). 

 

 

 

 Alternative stable states within estuarine environments are regularly controlled by two 

factors: sediments and nutrients. Estuaries often have multiple stable states functioning within 

them: lowly-elevated intertidal sandflats and highly elevated vegetated marshes (Wang & 

Temmerman, 2013). Sedimentation increases the elevation of the intertidal zone, increasing 

the growth of mangroves and ultimately causing a regime shift from sandflat to mudflat (Li et 

al., 2017; Suyadi et al., 2019). Nutrient loading can shift an estuary from a healthy state filled 

with macrophytes, to a eutrophic state overrun with macroalgae and phytoplankton (Dahlgren 

& Kautsky, 2004; Lemley et al., 2019; Adams et al., 2020). In this thesis, the process of 

regime shifts, and biotic stabilisations will be modelled, with a focus on the reaction of M. 

liliana and MPB to nutrient and sediment loading. The literature demonstrates that a density 

decrease in M. liliana leads to a change in sediment composition and an increase in 

phytoplankton density. By coding this interaction, the model will be able to identify when a 

regime shift is likely to occur following increasing nutrient and sediment levels. 
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2.8  Tipping points 

 Tipping points are a focal point in modern ecological study. They are hard to predict, 

and just as difficult to manage. Confidence in their predictions can be increased through 

multivariate analyses of data taken over 10-32 years, and the use of supporting information 

(Peters, 1991; Anderson & Thompson, 2004; van Nes et al., 2007; Warwick et al., 2002; 

Weijerman et al., 2005). While stressors and disturbances are often viewed in a negative 

light, some may be of benefit to benthic marine habitats. Unlike anthropogenic disturbance, 

small scale natural disturbances create heterogeneity, which is imperative for the functioning 

of these ecosystems (Thrush & Dayton, 2002). Until a tipping point is reached, few impacts 

may be noticed; however, once surpassed, the consequences are widespread (Selkoe et al., 

2015).  

 There are many examples of tipping points being exceeded within marine 

environments, notably in the North Sea. To name several, the devastation of the horse 

mackerel population in the 1980s, paired alongside gradual physicochemical changes in 

oxygen and nutrient concentrations and SST rise, led to a distinct change in the benthic 

community (Montefalcone et al., 2011). The once dominant Brittle star’s (Amphiura filifomis) 

population was reduced to <10% of its original size, becoming replaced by the burrowing 

mud-shrimp Callianassa subterranea. In a local example, macroalgae populations replaced 

seagrass meadows following a shift in estuarine ecological state. Seagrass is invaluable 

within coastal areas, as it is a primary producer, nursery, sediment trap, and wave energy 

attenuator (Nordlund et al., 2017). By 2010, up to 20% of seagrass meadows had been lost 

from coastal areas (Boudouresque et al., 2009). Within the Tauranga harbour, this number is 

closer to 50% (Ha et al., 2021). In Tunisia, waterfowl have been displaced by the replacement 

of seagrass by Ruppia sp., and in the French Atlantic coast seagrass has been superseded by 

the brown alga Sargassum muticum (Boudouresque at al., 2009; Montefalcone et al., 2011). 

Physiochemical changes within intertidal zones, such as pollution and climate, may also lead 

to the eradication of seagrass, being replaced only with mud (Li et al., 2017; Suyadi et al., 

2019). Finally, overfishing within the Caribbean enabled the spiny sea urchin population to 

flourish as the lack of herbivory fish saw a bloom in algal growth and spread of disease 

within the coral. A once resilient coral ecosystem became algal dominated, changing the 

interactions and feedbacks between species (Selkoe et al., 2015).  

 In a New Zealand study conducted by Thrush et al. (2017) it was found that the 

regions within an estuarine sandflat did not functionally respond the same to increased 
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nutrient loading, as the sandflat was not uniform. Therefore, threshold responses across 

expanses of a sandflat may be surpassed following separate levels of environmental stress. 

This creates a problem for generating detection thresholds and predicting tipping points 

within an estuarine ecosystem, as the process of mapping ecosystem function across entire 

sandflats is a time consuming and expensive process. It may result in information not 

representative of the ecosystem being used for prediction and management strategies, which 

can lead to unsuccessful outcomes  

 

Figure 2.9. Monitoring design recommendations for detecting marine system tipping points. Fewer years and data points are 

needed to detect change when rapid change in the response variables correspond with rapid change in a driver (Hewitt & 

Thrush, 2019). Reproduced with permission of Elsevier. 
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Figure 2.10. Monitoring design recommendations for detecting early warning signals in marine systems (Hewitt & Thrush, 

2019). Reproduced with permission of Elsevier. 

 

 

 

 In an investigation of the literature, Hewitt & Thrush (2019) discovered several key 

components that are needed to create successful marine monitoring programmes for tipping 

points in New Zealand. Most importantly, an understanding of what is ‘usual’ within an 

ecosystem is necessary. Data becomes more reliable when supporting information is used, 

analysis is flexible, monitoring is consistent and conducted over a long-term period, and 

within-year sampling is included in the programme. This last factor is particularly important 

if the programme intends to identify early warning signals for tipping points, rather than 

simply detect that they have occurred. Furthermore, they identified that many New Zealand 

monitoring programmes would be unable to detect tipping points (Figure 2.9 & 2.10), due to 

their limited sampling frequency and duration. Finally, if New Zealand’s monitoring 

programmes improve, there may still be insufficient time to carry out management actions. 

As early warning signals often present once a tipping point has begun, this leaves very little 

time for management strategies to be implemented (Perretti & Munch, 2012; Spanbauer et al., 

2014).  
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 To preserve our coastal marine ecosystems, it is not enough to protect species on their 

own, but to maintain the interactions and functions within them (Bradbury & Seymour, 

2009). This can only be achieved if early warning indicators of tipping points can be 

identified and managed. Large collections of spatial data, identifying relationships between 

ecosystem and anthropogenic stressors can also be useful for determining indicators (Selkoe 

et al., 2015). This thesis combines both approaches; large amounts of spatial data were used 

to model the effect of anthropogenic stressors on an estuarine environment. Ultimately, we 

are testing the resilience of estuaries to anthropogenic stress. Our approach should enable the 

identification of early warning indicators of a tipping point within the time series data. As 

parameters within the model are interchangeable, it could be used globally, allowing for 

regionally specific indicators to be identified. 
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Chapter 3 

Methods 

 

3.1 Model Design 

This study was designed to emulate conditions in typical M. liliana dominated sandy 

estuaries in New Zealand. Specifically, Tuapiro Point in Tauranga Harbour was chosen as a 

representative site, as many modelling studies have been completed here over the last 40 

years. A particular focus has been taken on creating water quality, sediment, and 

hydrodynamic models to manage flooding and sediment within the harbour (Bryan et al., 

2022). Therefore, Tauranga Harbour studies and values were used where available. When not 

available, parameters were sourced from relevant studies completed across an international 

scale.  

Our work models a positive feedback system, largely focusing on the relationship 

between three distinct facets of an estuarine environment: the biomass of M. liliana and 

MPB; M. liliana and MPB detritus; and nutrients within the top layer and on the surface of 

the sediments. The MPB access the nutrients at the surface of sediments, and M. liliana live 

in the top layer. Their existence effects top layer nutrients through their influence on pore-

water advection currents. The temporal change in mass in each of these ‘pools’ is modelled 

by tracking the sources and sinks caused by exchange processes between pools. The 

governing equations and representation of exchange processes is detailed in this chapter, 

along with justification for formulae and constants used within them. 
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Table 3.1. Model Parameters 

Abbreviation Denotes Units 

Model parameters    

Mac  Macomona liliana Unitless 

MPB Microphytobenthos Unitless 

B Biomass g C m-2 

N 
Nutrients, meant to represent total dissolved 

inorganic nitrogen in mmol  
mmol ml m-2 

D Detritus g C m-2 

t Time Time steps 

dw Depth of the water m 

d Dwelling depth of species m 

G Growth g C m-2 day-1 

M Mortality rate Proportion day-1 

I Light intensity at sea bed µE m-2 s-1 

GR Growth rate Proportion day-1 

Ki Light uptake rate µE m-2 s-1 

NW Nutrients in the water column mmol N m-2 

KN Nutrient uptake rate mmol N m-2 

Gmacgraz Grazing rate of MPB by M. liliana Proportion day-1 

I0 Sea surface light intensity µE m-2 s-1 

Kd Light attenuation  m 

K Carrying capacity g C m-2 

L M. liliana growth rate mm day-1 

WW 
The conversion of M. liliana from their wet 

weight to their ash-free dry weight† 
g C 

C2 Volume of two macrofaunal cores* m2 

Mc Mud content within sediment % 

Tfeed Feeding rate of M. liliana s-1 

C Biomass decay rate g C m-2 day-1 

Kz Mixing coefficient m-2 s-1 

C2N 

The weight of nitrogen produced per gram of 

carbon during breakdown in the detrital pool 

(g N m2) - the Redfield ratio - multiplied by 

Nconv 

mmol N m-2 / g N m-2 

DR Denitrification rate N2 m-2 day-1 

A Areal coverage of a species % m2 
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Lmac Length of an individual M. liliana m 

Kx, Ky, and Kz 
Sediment permeability in the x-, y-. and z- 

direction 
Unitless 

P Wave induced pore pressure Pa 

Yw Unit weight of pore-water N m3 

n' Soil porosity Unitless 

𝛽 Compressibility of pore fluid Unitless 

𝜀 Volume strain m3 

q Flux of fluid through porous medium m s-1 

CF 
Coefficient of mixing between the surface and 

top layer due to flushing 
m2 s-1 

KH Hydraulic conductivity m s-1 

PW Wave pressure at the seabed Pa 

Nconv Conversion of g N to mmol of N mmol N / g N 

IN External nutrients mmol N m-2 

Pmac Pumping and porewater rate m3 s-1 

 

 One time step is equivalent to one day. 

† WW is needed to convert numbers of individuals to g C 

*C2 is needed because literature values are often reported as the number of individuals 

counted in two cores. 

3.2 Model Domain Characteristics 

The model domain consists of one spatial dimension (vertical) and a time dimension, 

measured in metres and days respectively. The vertical dimension is divided into the water 

and sediment layers, where the water layer has one grid cell and the sediment has two grid 

cells (the surface layer where the MPB live and the top layer where the M. liliana live). The 

water layer is dw and is variable; however M. liliana are continually submerged underwater. 

In our model, dw operates under a long period variation, which could represent seasonal or 

interannual changes, the tide, or even sea level rise. We have allowed for changing conditions 

associated with a predicted rise in sea level of 1.4 m by 2100 (Turner et al., 2009). Future 

versions could easily incorporate periods of exposure.  

  The dmac parameter defines the depth beneath the sediment surface that the bivalves 

dwell. dmac is used in multiple calculations: M. liliana carrying capacity, the vertical pressure 

gradient caused by M. liliana feeding behaviour, and the amount of nutrients produced from 

the M. liliana detrital pool. The flux between the detrital and the nutrient pool requires a 
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conversion from concentration (the nutrient units) to total mass in the upper layer where the 

M. liliana live (the carbon units). The dmac parameter is derived from Thrush et al. (2021). In 

their study, increasing sediment nitrogen concentrations were applied to multiple M. liliana 

populations at various life stages. A census was conducted across the experimental plots to 

identify the relationship between sediment ammonia levels and M. liliana carrying capacity. 

Based on their observations, a population of adult M. liliana dwelling 5–7 cm beneath the 

sediment surface was chosen for our model. An average depth of 6 cm was chosen for M. 

liliana’s dwelling depth. 

The dMPB parameter defines the dwelling depth of MPB within the benthic sediment 

layer. The benthic layer is assumed to be a well-mixed, very thin layer found between the 

pelagic habitat and the sediment surface (Jäger & Diehl, 2014). dMPB is used for calculating 

the addition of nutrients into the MPB nutrient pool. It also acts as a depth measurement 

when calculating the movement of water through sediments, due to wave pumping or bed 

pressurisation from M. liliana feeding. The dMPB was derived from Sinha (2017). Their study 

designed a numerical model to examine the reaction of benthic and pelagic primary producers 

within the water column of a riverine ecosystem to changes in the flow and nutrient levels. 

The dwelling depth of MPB was measured as 0.01m beneath the sediment surface, which we 

have incorporated in our model. 

3.3 Biomass dynamics 

 The change in MPB biomass (BMPB) can be calculated using the balance between 

sources (growth) and sinks (mortality and grazing):  

 

   Growth  Mortality  Grazing 

 

𝜕𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐺𝑀𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵 (1 −

𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵

𝐾𝑀𝑃𝐵
) − 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝐵 (𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵 − 𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) − 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐 (1 −
𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐

𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑐
),     (1) 

     

where 𝐺𝑀𝑃𝐵 is growth rate, 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝐵 is mortality (set as a portion lost per day); the grazing term 

depends on the feeding activity of M. liliana and is defined below. 𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛  is a minimum value 

of biomass, which is presented in more detail later. This term could represent biomass 

advected into the region from the surrounding estuary. The growth rate depends on light 

limitation 𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑚, nutrient limitation 𝑁𝑙𝑖𝑚, and the maximum possible growth rate 𝐺𝑅𝑀𝑃𝐵. The 

growth rate equation is: 
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𝐺𝑀𝑃𝐵 = 𝐺𝑅𝑀𝑃𝐵𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑁𝑙𝑖𝑚,                                                (2) 

Where:  

𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 1 − e𝐼(𝑑𝑤) 𝐾𝑖⁄ ,                                                  (3) 

 

𝐾𝑖 is the light uptake rate, and I is the light intensity at the seabed (at depth 𝑑𝑤). The degree 

to which growth is limited by nutrients depends on the nutrient availability in the MPB layer 

𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐵. We assume that since the MPB are in contact with pore water and the water column 

they can use either source, and are therefore limited only by the source with the highest 

concentration. Therefore, if the nutrient concentration in the surface layer of sediments is 

lower than that of the water column 𝑁𝑤, then the limitation is modelled as: 

 

𝑁𝑙𝑖𝑚 =
𝑁𝑤

𝐾𝑁+𝑁𝑤
,                                                        (4) 

and if 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐵 > 𝑁𝑤  then:  

𝑁𝑙𝑖𝑚 =
𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐵

𝐾𝑁+𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐵
,                                                       (5) 

 

where 𝐾𝑁 is the nutrient uptake rate. This functionality allows the MPB to switch between 

their dependence from benthic to pelagic supply under high nutrient loading scenarios. The 

light availability at the seabed is calculated using the Beer-Lambert law (presented in a 

section below).  

𝐺𝑅𝑀𝑃𝐵 defines the maximum growth rate of MPB. 𝐺𝑅𝑀𝑃𝐵 is coded as the maximum 

amount the standing biomass of MPB can change at the current time step. The term was 

derived from Naithani et al. (2016), who developed an ecosystem model for the Scheldt 

estuary and tidal river network (in the Netherlands) to simulate seasonal and longitudinal 

variations in plankton. The growth rate within Naithani et al. (2016) is a maximum growth 

rate constant at 0°C for marine chlorophytes - 0.3 day-1. Temperature, nutrients, and the 

availability of light govern growth in their model, with all biological rates doubling as 

temperature increases by 10°C (Eppley, 1972; Kremer & Nixon, 1978).  

 Summer water temperatures in the Tauranga harbour vary substantially, shifting by as 

much as 4°C with changing wind and river flood conditions (Tay et al., 2013). During calm 

weather, water temperatures are usually >22°C, but can drop to as low as 18°C, following 

heavy rain and wind. Therefore, we increased the growth rate used in the Naithani model to 

reflect our higher temperature setting, and the growth rate of MPB was set to 0.9 day-1. This 
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is broadly consistent with the maximum growth rate for phytoplankton in 20°C of between 

0.5–5 day-1 reported in Parsons et al. (1984). Further validation comes from Mariotti & 

Fagherazzi’s (2012) benthic biofilm model, which coded a maximum growth rate ranging 

between 0.0078–1.11 day-1. 

MMPB defines the mortality rate of MPB. MMPB is coded as the mortality of MPB as a 

proportion of standing biomass per timestep. The MMPB parameter was obtained through 

extensive model testing following the completion of our parameter list. Arbitrary values for 

MMPB were set in a series of model test runs. These tests were run in parallel with the Mmac 

parameter tests, to identify whether a change in MPB biomass (M. liliana’s food source), 

resulting from a change in their mortality rate, would impact the biomass of M. liliana. The 

MMPB value was chosen based on which combination of MMPB and Mmac values produced BMPB 

values closest to field observations. As no data on the mortality rate of MPB could be found 

in the literature, this process ensures that the value set is as representative as possible to what 

is seen in an average estuary in New Zealand.  MMPB is set to 0.009. 

 𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛  defines the minimum possible biomass of MPB in grams of carbon per m2. Like 

the 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑖𝑛 value, discussed in Section 3.5, 𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵

𝑚𝑖𝑛  accounts for recruitment of individuals should 

the existing standing stock be entirely consumed or buried by sediment. Findings to support 

this parameter come from Larson & Sundbäck (2012), who conducted an experiment in 

which MPB biomass dropped to 25% of that found in controls following seven days of 

induced deposition events (1.5mm fine grained sediment daily, 10.5mm total). MPB 

populations began to increase linearly in a trend that would cause the biomass recover after 

50 days. The initial increase was likely due to the upward migration of diatoms through 

sediment. The parameter 𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵
𝑚𝑖𝑛  has been set at 0.001 g C m-2. 

 Gmacgraz is coded as a percentage decrease of MPB biomass consumed by M. liliana 

per time step. This parameter allows the biomass of M. liliana to increase, due to a transfer of 

carbon from the MPB population. The grazing rate was derived from Pratt et al. (2015), 

whose study used feeding traces as a proxy of recent M. liliana deposit feeding activity to 

determine the relationship between MPB concentration in sediment and M. liliana density. 

During deposit feeding, M. liliana destabilise sediments at the surface using their inhalant 

siphon, consuming MPB and leaving behind diverging, radial traces (Lelieveld et al., 2004). 

Since traces are washed away with the changing ebb and flood tides, they can be used as 

indicators for recent feeding activity over a tidal cycle (Pratt et al., 2015). In Pratt et al. 

(2015) feeding traces were measured in 55 35  35 cm gridded quadrat plots within the 
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Manukau Harbour, New Zealand. M. liliana feeding trace area (FTa) averaged 12.5% of each 

plot, with a range of 1.58 – 28.5%. MPB concentrations (chl-a, μg cm−2) were calculated 

using sixteen 1cm deep subsamples extracted using syringes. The depth was chosen, because 

in sandy sediments the most active MPB resides in the top centimetre (Mitbavkar & Anil, 

2004; Du et al., 2010). Subsample cores from plots where sediments had not recently been 

grazed were compared to plots where feeding traces were present, to identify a change in 

MPB biomass. When FTa increased from 2 to 28%, MPB biomass declined by 28%, 

demonstrating a significant relationship between FTa and MPB (std. coefficient = -0.24, p = 

0.01). For our model, we assume that MPB cover 100% of sandy sediments (there is no 

patchiness), and that deposit feeding is 100% effective, meaning 1% FTa = 1% MPB 

consumed. The grazing parameter was set to the mean FTa coverage from Pratt et al., (2015) 

– 0.125 proportion of MPB biomass day-1. In our model area unit of 1m by 1m, the maximum 

that the M. liliana could consume would be 12.5% of the biomass in one day, and this is 

modified downward by the biomass availability and the carrying capacity of M. liliana. The 

carrying capacity (discussed later) simulates the competition for resources that occurs at 

higher densities, which ultimately limits growth.  

3.4 Light Intensity 

 Beer’s law describes the attenuation of light through the material in which it is 

traveling through (Berberan-Santos, 1990). Shortwave radiation from the sun is attenuated by 

water, exponentially decreasing the light’s intensity with depth. The irradiance attenuation 

coefficient, Kd, describes the attenuation of light with depth (Kirk, 1977; Lee & Rast, 1997). 

Particles in the water column reflect and absorb light, so as the light encounters more 

suspended matter light intensity decreases. Beer’s Law is written as 𝐴 = 𝜀𝐿𝑐, where A is 

absorbance, 𝜀 is the molar absorptivity constant (Lmol-1cm-1), L is the length of the sample 

(cm), and c is the solution concentration (mol L-1). Light moving through transparent matter 

is attenuated as: 

 

𝐼 = 𝐼0 𝑒−𝜇𝑥                                                       (6) 

 

where I is the intensity of light at the seafloor, I0 is the surface light intensity, x is the distance 

in km, and 𝜇 is the attenuation coefficient in km-1. 
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 Kd defines the attenuation of light within the Tauranga Harbour. It was derived from 

field measurements conducted by Cussioli et al. (2019). Discrete measurements (coloured 

dissolved organic matter (CDOM), chlorophyll-a, suspended particulate matter, and 

irradiance profiles) were measured within the Tauranga Harbour to identify the constituents 

controlling the penetration of light through the water column. Relationships between Kd and 

the drivers listed above were identified, allowing for the prediction of Kd within a system 

using turbidity measurements. Measured Kd ranged from 0.16m-1 to 0.98m-1, with an average 

0.40m-1. The average value was chosen for our model. 

 I is defined as the intensity of light available at MPB dwelling depth. In context, I 

determines the availability of food for MPB, and thus is a component of their growth rate 

calculations. Light limitation I is modelled using Equation 3, where dw defines the changing 

water depth with time. Therefore, I varies as the model progresses with time. Ki defines the 

light saturation half constant of MPB in µE m-2 s-1. Ki is coded as the light intensity at which 

the photosynthetic rate occurs at half the maximum possible photosynthetic rate (Pmax).  

 Ki was derived from Flowers et al. (in review), who in January 2020 used field 

observations in a unvegetated site at Tuapiro Point, Tauranga Harbour to determine the light 

uptake rate. Flowers et al. (in review) conducted experiments involving benthic incubation 

chambers to calculate relative photosynthetic-irradiance (PI) curves for eight separate light 

availability treatments (8%, 15%, 31%, 45%, 60%, 85%) and the 0% light. Benthic 

incubation chambers are sealed compartments that sit on the sea floor, allowing for in-situ 

measurement of dissolved substances exchanged between the floor and water column. 

Productivity within the chambers was measured using ten-minute averaged dissolved oxygen 

measurements, taken at the start and the end of a four-hour incubation period. Gross primary 

production (GPP) by fauna was calculated from net primary production (NPP) flux values, by 

measuring respiration in dark. The value of Ki calculated by Flowers et al. (in review) used in 

this model is 541 µE m-2 s-1. 

 Daily averaged light intensity at the surface of the water, I0 (6), measured as 

photosynthetically-active radiation (PAR), defines the spectral range of light used for 

photosynthesis by photosynthetic organisms. PAR wavelengths range between 400–700 

nanometres, which is approximately the range of visible light by humans. In this model, I0 

defines the photosynthetic irradiance of light at the surface at Tuapiro Point, Tauranga 

Harbour. I0 changes regularly due to cloud cover and shading from land, and with latitudinal 

and seasonal variations also. This parameter was derived from Manghan (2020). An 
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experiment was conducted at 22 intertidal sites in 14 estuaries throughout New Zealand 

between March and November 2017, in which PAR was measured every ten minutes for a 

total of 201 to 260 days (depending on site). Measurements were taken using Odyssey PAR 

loggers deployed 10cm above the sediment surface. Immersed and emerged periods, 

determined by the time of high or low tide ± 2 h, are presented in the data to demonstrate a 

separation of tidal state and a four-hour period where the sensor was either completely 

emerged or completely covered by water. Measurements taken at night were excluded by 

removing PAR measurements of 0 µmol m-2 s-1. Light intensity at Tuapiro Point, Tauranga, 

averaged 503 µmol m-2 s-1 over the sample period. 

3.5 M. liliana Growth Dynamics 

 The change in M. liliana biomass is calculated by balancing the sources (growth due 

to grazing on MPB) and sinks (mortality): 

 

     Growth  Mortality 

𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐 = 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐 + 𝜕𝑡 ∗ (𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐 − 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑐 ∗ 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐),                                (7) 

 

M. liliana grow by consuming MPB, before reaching a maximum sustainable biomass 

(carrying capacity) within the sediment: 

 

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐 = 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵 ∗ 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑧) (1 −

𝐵𝑀𝑎𝑐

𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑐
),                                      (8) 

 

where 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum growth an individual M. liliana can achieve in a day, 𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵 is 

the MPB biomass available to consume, and 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑐 is the species’ carrying capacity. Biomass 

growth is dependent on the available MPB biomass and limited by the maximum individuals 

a habitat can sustain. The carrying capacity considers other factors that limit population 

abundance which are not explicitly in the model, such as competition between individuals.  

 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑎𝑥 defines the maximum growth rate of M. liliana in grams of carbon per m-2 per 

time-step. 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑎𝑥 is a constant multiplied by a variable exponent. This term increases 

exponentially with the shell length of M. liliana. 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑎𝑥 was derived from Pratt et al. (2015), 

which measured the spatial distributions of MPB against M. liliana grazing activity. The 

experiment’s aim was to identify if a scale-dependent relationship exists across a sedimentary 
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gradient. During their study, Pratt et al. (2015) examined M. liliana biomass’ effect on their 

grazing activity, as energy requirements and metabolic activity of invertebrates are partly in 

consequence of body size (Banse, 1982). From their research, the authors could estimate the 

biomass of M. liliana within experimental plots based upon the shell length and ash-free dry 

weight of individuals. 

 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑎𝑥 is calculated using the equation: 

 

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.0023𝑒0.164𝐿,                          (9) 

 

where L is the M. liliana growth rate – 0.00167 mm day-1. 

 L is defined as the growth rate of M. liliana shell length in mm per day. In this model, 

the M. liliana population is measured in grams of carbon per m-2. L is a component of the 

maximum growth rate calculation of M. liliana, which is converted from growth in mm to the 

growth in ash-free dry weight (carbon) in grams. L was derived from an Auckland Regional 

Council (2008) report. The Auckland Regional Council conducted a field transplant 

experiment, where juvenile M. liliana were transferred from one site within the Whitford 

embayment (Auckland, New Zealand) to nine others. These sites were predicted to 

experience contrasting suspended sediment concentrations, meaning their calculated growth 

rate is averaged across the varying conditions seen within estuaries. Ten M. liliana were 

transplanted to each site in a cage measuring 30  30  10 deep (cm). All sites were exposed 

to air for 1.5 hours before the mean low tide, with the length measurements of individuals 

being recorded monthly over a three-month period. M. liliana growth rate decreased with 

increasing median suspended sediment concentrations and increased with increasing settling 

flux. This shows that M. liliana biomass would increase at a lower rate as mud content 

increases, which is represented within the model as a decrease in carrying capacity.  
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Figure 3.1. Monthly growth rates of M. liliana across eight sites within a transplant experiment. Mean growth rate is denoted 

by the grey bars, with standard error bars in black shown (Auckland Regional Council, 2008) 

 

 

 

 The daily growth of M. liliana in the model has been taken as the average growth of 

transplanted individuals across all sites. It should be noted that measurements were taken 

from individuals smaller than the size class used throughout the rest of the model. Growth 

measurements from a similar bivalve species, M. balthica, have been found to decrease with 

the age and size of individuals at a rate of -0.46x + 3.14, where x is the age in years 

(McGreer, 1983). Therefore, L may not be representative of our M. liliana size class. 

 WW defines the conversion from individual M. liliana at their wet weight to their dry 

weight in ash-free carbon. WW converts the weight of M. liliana from grams to grams of 

carbon, to keep calculations and outputs consistent. Using this parameter allows the model to 

calculate the change in M. liliana biomass in units g C m-2 day-1. WW was calculated from 

Thrush et al. (2021) who provided data from an experiment conducted on M. liliana within 

the Tauranga Harbour. The data outlines the condition of M. liliana across multiple sites 

within the summer and winter seasons. We averaged the ash-free dry weight (AFDW) of 

individuals across the three sites within the summer months. These individuals ranged in 

length from 6.88mm to 50.48mm, with an average length of 26.27mm. The conversion 

equation from wet-weight to AFDW was obtained from Riccardi & Bourget (1998), who 

found that the AFDW of bivalves is 5.5% that of their wet weight. This was discovered by 
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incinerating freshly harvested bivalves in a muffle furnace at 450 - 500°C, converting them to 

particulate matter which is then weighed. WW is equivalent to 0.22 g C per individual. 

 Kmac defines the carrying capacity of M. liliana in grams of carbon per m-2. Kmac is 

modelled as the maximum number of individual M. liliana, as a function of average sediment 

mud content. Kmac is reached when the biomass of M. liliana can no longer increase, or when 

the average sediment grain size becomes too small for suitable inhabitation by macrofauna. 

For Kmac to be coded in units g C m-2, the value must be divided by the volume of the 

macrofaunal cores (C2), multiplied by the M. liliana detrital pool (Dmac) and WW. Kmac can be 

estimated using published relationships between biomass and limitations using a regression 

model: 

 

𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑐 =
21.6+0.146∗(𝑀𝐶∗100)−0.005∗((𝑀𝐶∗100)2)

(
𝐶2
2

)∗𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑐∗𝑊𝑊
                   (10) 

 

The equation demonstrates a second-order polynomial relationship, where the maximum 

density of M. liliana the sediment can support is a function of sediment mud content. In this 

study, the biomass is estimated by counting the number of individuals in two standard benthic 

cores (13cm diameter, 15cm height). To convert between individuals and g C m-2, a constant 

conversion rate of 0.22 g C m-2 per individual is applied (represented as WW in Table 3.1) 

 Kmac was derived from Thrush et al. (2003). The study monitored the effects of 

terrestrial sediment deposits on benthic communities across six intertidal sandflats within the 

Whitianga Harbour, New Zealand, for 212 days. The authors found a negative relationship 

between the recovery of macrobenthos biomass, and the size of disturbance caused by 

terrestrial sediment deposition. The size and dwelling depth of macrobenthos also influenced 

recovery rate, with deeper dwelling adult M. liliana and larger biota recovering more slowly 

than smaller macrofauna or inhabitants of the sediment surface layer (0-2cm). This result 

coincides with other literature, where decreasing sediment particle size can alter the diversity 

of deposit feeders and coupled biogeochemical fluxes (Woodin et al., 1998; Boudreau & 

Jørgensen, 2001; Thrush, 2014). When mud content is set at the base rate of 0.1, Kmac is 

129.174 g C m-2; however, once Mc exceeds 0.8, Kmac is arbitrarily set to 1 g C m-2, in 

response to the unfavourable sediment and nutrient conditions when Mc is this large. 

 Kmac can also reduce due to the species’ sensitivity to high levels of ammonia, which 

can accumulate within the seabed sediments if porewaters are inadequately flushed. The 
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relationship between nutrient enrichment and Kmac (explained in more detail below) produces 

a coefficient that can be implemented into the reduction equation: 

 

 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑤
= 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑐 ∗ exp(−1.045𝑒−4 ∗ 1000 ∗ 𝑁𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑐

).                          (11) 

 

where the degree to which the carrying capacity is reduced depends on the concentration of 

nutrients within the M. liliana sediment layer (𝑁𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑐
) at the previous time step. 

 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑤
is the nutrient poisoning term, demonstrating M. liliana mortality that occurs 

due to excessive nutrient enrichment within sediments. 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑤
simulates the reduction of 

Kmac as nutrients increases at the dwelling depth of the bivalve (dmac). Nutrients increase 

within sediments as M. liliana die and add carbon to the detrital pool (biomass decay 

explained in Section 3.7). Therefore, as more individuals die and the nutrient levels within 

the detrital pool increase, Kmac decreases due to nutrient poisoning.  

 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑤
 was derived from Thrush et al. (2021). The study manipulated sediment 

nitrogen concentrations to increase incident light at the seafloor within 24 sites, in 15 

estuaries throughout New Zealand. Slow-release fertiliser was injected at 15cm beneath the 

sediment surface, elevating pore water nitrogen concentrations over a prolonged period. 

Adult M. liliana populations were measured using two macrofaunal cores (13cm diameter, 

15cm deep) at each plot, alongside pore water NH4
+ concentrations by using benthic flux 

chambers. Data from this study was extrapolated to examine the relationship between nutrient 

enrichment and M. liliana carrying capacity, producing the coefficient -1.045e-4 at the upper 

99th percentile.  
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Figure 3.2. Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between M. liliana biomass and ammonia concentrations within 

sediment. The y-axis represents the number of M. liliana present, while the x-axis represents the NH4
+ concentration (µmol 

L) 5-7cm below the sediment surface. Dots are indicative of measurements taken at individual sampling sites within Thrush 

et al. (2021). An exponential curve is fitted to the graph as a solid line, with the dotted line representing the upper 99% 

prediction bound. 

 

 

 

Mmac is coded as a proportional loss to Bmac per time step. We obtained Mmac through 

extensive model testing following the completion of our parameter list. Arbitrary values for 

Mmac were set in a series of model test runs, with our chosen Mmac value producing a Bmac 

value closest to field observations. As no data on the mortality rate of M. liliana could be 

found in the literature, this process ensures that the value set is as representative as possible 

to what is seen in an average estuary in New Zealand. The Mmac is set as a proportional loss 

of 0.000004 for Bmac per day. 

 Tfeed defines the feeding cycle period of M. liliana on MPB in seconds. Tfeed is coded 

as the length of time M. liliana feed upon MPB. This parameter is used within a flushing 

coefficient equation (Equation 22), allowing the model to simulate intermittent M. liliana 

feeding bouts. This is crucial, as the pressurisation of sediment by M. liliana occurs as the 

organism excretes water inhaled during their time feeding. Tfeed was derived from Volkenborn 

et al. (2012), who modelled the oxygen dynamics and bioirrigation of M. liliana following an 

experiment on three tellinid bivalves in New Zealand. In their work, M. liliana were collected 

from Tuapiro Point (Tauranga Harbour) and placed within individual laboratory containers to 

monitor their hydraulic activities. Porewater pressure waveforms were identified using time-
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lapse photography and porewater pressure sensors. What was found is that larger individuals 

(4.1-5cm) were hydraulically active 94% of the time, with 88% of time spent deposit feeding. 

During deposit feeding, porewater was pressurised for 8.3 minutes (± 2.5), followed by 10 

minutes (± 1.8) of rest; this is considered one feeding bout. On average, there were 3.3 

feeding bouts within an hour, with sediment being pressurised for 45% of the feeding time. 

 A period of nine minutes per feeding bout was chosen to simplify the mechanics 

within the model. It should be noted that sediment type had no effect on the hydraulic 

activity, meaning that as sedimentation increases within the model, this parameter will not be 

adjusted. 

 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑖𝑛 defines the minimum possible biomass of M. liliana in grams of carbon per m-2. 

𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑖𝑛 has an arbitrary value set above zero, to allow the model to restart if Bmac reaches zero. 

Setting at this value simulates immigration of M. liliana should Bmac becomes zero, and is the 

only time M. liliana transport is considered. Juveniles can travel as far as 3.3km during a tidal 

cycle, which allows for disturbed habitats to repopulate (Petuha et al., 2006). A barren area 

can further repopulate with the reintroduction of adult M. liliana, as they can increase the 

number of juveniles through recruitment (Roper et al., 1992). 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐
𝑚𝑖𝑛 is equivalent to 0.001 g C 

m-2. 

3.6 MPB growth dynamics 

 KMPB defines the carrying capacity of MPB in g C m-2. KMPB is coded as the maximum 

volume of MPB that can inhabit one metre squared of surface sediments. KMPB was derived 

from Sinha’s (2017) numerical model, which was designed to measure the effect of nutrient 

and flow on benthic and pelagic primary producers within the Bode River riverine ecosystem, 

Germany. The model coded KMPB in mgCh-a/m-2 and has been converted to g C m-2 within 

our model to maintain consistency. The term was originally sourced from Flynn et al. (2013), 

a study that modelled the lateral variation of attached algae in rivers. KMPB is an 

approximation coinciding with the photosynthetic rate (following light and nutrient 

limitation) needed to sustain diurnal river dissolved oxygen measurements and the maximum 

unlimited growth rate of MPB (disregarding nutrient or light effects at 20°C). Further 

validation of this value comes from a similar estimate in Turner et al. (2009), who modelled 

dissolved oxygen and pH changes in the South Umpqua River, Oregon, to predict nutrient 

enrichment patterns. Marine estimates of KMPB are placed closer to 2.4 ± 0.35 g C m-2 

(Morris, 2005), between 0.2-0.025 g per gram of sediment (Orvain et al., 2003), or as small 
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as 0.012 g C m-2 for a photosynthetically active MPB biomass (Méléder et al., 2005). As 

estimates between freshwater studies are more consistent than marine, freshwater values have 

been chosen for this model. KMPB is valued at 1.2 gCh-a/m-2. 

 KN defines MPB’s daily uptake of nutrients from the water column in mmol N m-2. KN 

allows BMPB within the model to grow when nutrients are unavailable within the sediment. 

Typically, MPB source nutrients from sediment, but as nutrient requirements increase with 

available light MPB must also consume nutrients from the water column. KN was derived 

from Sundbäck & Granéli (1988), who studied the relationship between inorganic nutrients in 

bottom water and MPB by experimentally exposing sediment to varying light quantities. 

Sediment was sourced 15m beneath the water’s surface from Laholm Bay, Sweden. As 

sampling was carried out in October, a time where algae are not abundant at 15m, surficial 

sediment from Salviken Bay, Sweden, taken from 0.5m depth was mixed with sediment from 

Laholm Bay to increase algae biomass. Microflora species were not found to be essentially 

different between the two locations. The experiment was run for 81 days, with a 16/8 h light 

and dark cycle. Samples were exposed to two of four different light regimes (0, 5, 10, and 30 

µE m-2 s-1) within independent aquaria; a range alike the light exposure at 15m depth at the 

sediment’s source. 36 days into the experiment, light treatments were inverted to measure the 

reaction speed to an altered light condition and to determine if differences between samples 

were due to separate light regimes (5 µE to 10µE and vice versa; 0µE to 30µE and vice 

versa). NH4
+ concentrations in the water were initially low in each aquarium. NH4

+ 

concentrations within aquaria kept in the dark increased by 0.6 to 0.7 mmol m-2 day-1. Once 

light conditions were inverted to 30 µE, NH4
+ concentrations promptly decreased at a mean 

rate of 1.5 mmol m-2 day-1, demonstrating the nutrient uptake rate of MPB. Therefore, this 

model defines KN as 1.5 mmol m-2 day-1. 

3.7 Detrital pool dynamics 

 The MPB detrital pool (DMPB) increases through the addition of deceased individuals 

that have been removed from the biomass pool by mortality. The change in DMPB can be 

calculated as the removal of nutrients that decay from deceased individuals: 
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     Mortality Decay 

 
𝜕𝐷𝑀𝑃𝐵

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵 − 𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐵𝐷𝑀𝑃𝐵 ,            (12) 

 

where 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝐵 is mortality (set as a portion lost per day), and 𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐵 is the biomass decay rate (g 

C m-2 day-1) from the detrital pool. 

 The M. liliana detrital pool also increases through the addition of deceased 

individuals. The change in the M. liliana detrital pool can be calculated as the removal of 

nutrients that decay from deceased individuals: 

 

     Mortality Decay 

 
𝜕𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑐

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑐𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐 − 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑐𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑐,             (13) 

 

where 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑐 is mortality (set as a portion lost per day), and 𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐵 is the biomass decay rate (g 

C m-2 day-1) from the detrital pool. 

3.8 Nutrient pool dynamics 

 A nutrient concentration gradient between the MPB (surface) and M. liliana layer 

must be calculated to determine the effect of mixing across the gradient. This can be done by: 

 

 𝜕𝑁/𝜕𝑧 =
𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐵−𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑐

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑐
,                                                         (14) 

 

where the addition of nutrients to the MPB nutrient pool can be calculated by looking at the 

balance of sources (decay and addition) and sinks (growth): 

 

   Decay       Growth  Addition 

 
𝜕𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐵

𝜕𝑡
=

𝑑𝑀𝑃𝐵

𝐶2𝑁
 (𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐵𝐷𝑀𝑃𝐵 − 𝐺𝑀𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑜𝑙𝑑 (1 −

𝐵𝑀𝑃𝐵

𝐾𝑀𝑃𝐵
)) ∗  𝐾𝑧 𝜕𝑁𝜕𝑧,                       (15) 

 

where 𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐵 is the biomass decay rate (g C m-2 day-1), 𝐺𝑀𝑃𝐵 is growth (g C m-2 day-1) from 

the consumption of nutrients produced by the decay of carbon in the detrital pool (g N m-2 
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day-1). M. liliana add nutrients from depth through their pumping behaviour (which is 

explained in more depth later). 

 Nutrients accessible by M. liliana at depth within sediment can be calculated by 

looking at the balance between sources (decay) and sinks (pumping behaviour). This can be 

done by: 

 

     Decay  Removal 

 𝜕𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑐 =
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑐

𝐶2𝑁
 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑐 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑐 − 𝐾𝑧 ∗ 𝜕𝑁𝜕𝑧,                                          (16) 

 

where the decay of dead M. liliana (𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑐 ) at depth in g C m-2 day-1 is converted to nitrogen 

(g N m-2 day-1) and added to the nutrient pool. M. liliana pumping behaviour causes a net flux 

of nutrients from depth upwards to the MPB layer. Therefore, the collective sum of nutrients 

within the seabed can be calculated as the addition of nutrients within the MPB and M. liliana 

layers. This can be done by: 

 

 𝑁 = 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐵 + 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑐,                                                      (17) 

 

𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑐 and 𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐵 define the proportion of standing stock (biomass) that is transferred to the 

detrital pool in g C m-2 day-1. 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑐 and 𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐵 are coded to allow the addition of carbon to the 

detrital pools from the decay of MPB and M. liliana biomass. Within the benthic ecosystem, 

nutrients circulate through the present organic biomass, detrital pool, and inorganic nutrients. 

Detritus is a broad term that encompasses any non-living organic matter (Moore et al., 2004). 

Nutrients are added to the detrital pool through faeces and dead organic matter, while the 

inorganic nutrient pool increases in size with the remineralisation of detritus. The microbial 

food web rapidly remineralise small quantities of organic nutrients into inorganic nutrients, as 

a function of temperature. Their biological rate doubles following a 10°C increase in water 

temperature (Eppley, 1972; Kremer & Nixon, 1978), providing more readily accessible 

nutrients for organisms within the ecosystem’s organic biomass. 

 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑐 and 𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐵 were derived from van Oevelen et al. (2006), who quantified the 

carbon flow through a benthic food web in the Molenplaat intertidal flat within the Scheldt 

estuary (The Netherlands). Data were collected through a mixture of literature review, and 

extensive site sampling between 1996 and 1999. A range of data were used to compile the 
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results, such as tracer data on fixed carbon by MPB, isotope signatures, carbon production 

and processing, and the biomass of benthos. What resulted was a minimum and maximum 

measurement of g C m-2 day-1 between all components of the food web. We took the median 

flow of carbon from MPB standing stock to detritus to use as our benthic detrital parameter 

for MPB. The value was converted to a proportion of MPB standing stock, by dividing the 

weight of carbon added to the detrital pool by the weight of MPB standing stock: 

 

26(𝑚𝑔𝐶𝑚−2𝑑𝑎𝑦−1)

2090(𝑚𝑔𝐶𝑚−2𝑑𝑎𝑦−1)
=  0.0124 

 

As these data were collected from water averaging 13.6°C in temperature (Maes et al., 2005), 

the biological breakdown rate must be increased to reflect the average temperature of the 

Tauranga Harbour in summer (22°C). An 8.4°C increase would constitute an 84% increase in 

the breakdown rate, meaning the proportion of MPB standing stock that transfers to the 

detrital pool is: 

 

0.0124 ∗ 1.84 = 0.0228. 

 

van Oevelen et al. (2006) also measured the flow of carbon from the macrobenthos 

population to the detrital pool. This was broken down into subcategories of suspension 

feeders, deposit feeders, and surface deposit feeders. The median value of carbon transfer 

from deposit feeders to detritus was used in our model. Deposit feeders constituted 51.5% of 

the macrobenthos population (12,172 mg C m-2day-1), which equates to 6270 mg C m-2 day-1. 

We assumed that deposit feeders contributed to 51.5% of the flow of carbon from 

macrobenthos to detritus. Therefore, the proportion of deposit feeder standing stock that 

transitioned to the detrital pool was calculated by dividing their flow of carbon to detritus by 

their standing stock: 

 

88.84(𝑚𝑔𝐶𝑚−2𝑑𝑎𝑦−1)

6270(𝑚𝑔𝐶𝑚−2𝑑𝑎𝑦−1)
= 0.0142 
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When adjusting for the temperature discrepancy, the proportion of deposit feeder standing 

stock that transfers to the detrital pool is: 

 

0.0142 ∗ 1.84 = 0.0261 

 

 It should be noted that detritus constitutes more than dead individuals, including both 

animal tissue and faeces, to which MPB will contribute both. It should also be noted that 

these values have been updated from an original, constant coefficient for benthic detritus. The 

original value was 0.00064 g C m-2 day-1 and was sourced from Naithani et al. (2016). 

Naithani et al. (2016) created an ecological model, also for the Scheldt estuary and tidal 

rivers ecosystem. The value from this study is considerably smaller than the values obtained 

from van Oevelen et al. (2006); however, values from van Oevelen et al. (2006) were chosen 

as it provides data specific to fauna, rather than a constant value for all remineralisation 

within the benthic environment. Something to be considered is the effect of sediment type on 

remineralisation rates. Remineralisation rates can increase tenfold in muddy sediments, 

compared to sandy tidal flats (Nowicki & Nixon, 1985). The Scheldt estuary is known for 

high sedimentation rates and sand extraction (Gils et al., 1993), which may have influenced 

the outputs from the above studies. The values used in the model for 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑐 and 𝐶𝑀𝑃𝐵 are 

0.0261 g C m-2 day-1 and 0.0228 g C m-2 day-1 respectively. 

 C2N defines the weight of nitrogen produced per gram of carbon, during the 

breakdown of carbon in the detrital pool. C2N calculates the amount of available nitrogen (N) 

in the water column that can be re-assimilated by MPB (see KN). Therefore, C2N allows MPB 

growth to be modelled following nutrient enrichment sourced from the detrital pool (Fransz 

& Verhagen, 1985). C2N was derived from Naithani et al. (2016), who based this value on 

several similar studies (Lingeman-Kosmerchock, 1978; Los, 1982; Fransz & Verhagen, 

1985). These studies examine and model the production of phytoplankton in relation to 

nutrient loading within the water column. Naithani et al. (2016) chose a conversion value that 

fell within the scope of the other studies’ findings. The resulting N output in g N m-2 is then 

converted to mmol N using the equation:  
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 𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 =  
1

(14.0067)
∗ 1000,                                                    (18) 

 

where 14.0067 is the molar mass of N in g mol. Therefore, C2N is valued at 5.88 g N m-2. 

 DR defines the denitrification rate of nutrients within the modelled estuarine system in 

mmol N m-2 day-1. DR was derived from O’Meara et al. (2020) who examined and compared 

denitrification rates across four sites within the Mahurangi Harbour (New Zealand). The sites 

were chosen based on their proximity to the Mahurangi River in the upper reaches of the 

estuary, with site one located in the upper harbour, and the remaining sites distributed 

towards the outer harbour. The site selection allowed the examination of denitrification rates 

across a natural declining gradient of sediment organic matter and nitrogen loading. 

Denitrification was evaluated relative to macrofaunal communities, nutrient and dissolved 

gas fluxes, and decreasing sediment grain size. The denitrification rate from site one 

(22.35 ± 13.34 μmol N2 m−2 h−1) has been chosen for our model, as compared to the other 

sample sites it is situated the closest to intertidal flats. The calculations to convert the 

denitrification to units consistent within our model are as follows: The units μmol were 

converted to mmol: 

 

22.35 ± 13.34

1000
= 0.02235 ± 0.01334 

 

With the result being multiplied by 24 to convert from an hourly to a daily rate: 

 

(0.02235 ± 0.01334) ∗ 24 = 0.5364 ± 0.32016 

 

And finally, a lower and upper limit of the denitrification rate was identified by adding or 

subtracting one standard deviation from the median rate: 

 

0.5364 − 0.32016 = 0.21624 

0.5364 + 0.32016 = 0.85656 

 

Therefore, the resulting lower, median, and upper limits of denitrification within our 

model are 0.216, 0.536, and 0.857 mmol N m−2 day-1 respectively. 
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3.9 Initial boundary conditions 

 Initial boundary conditions for the three dynamic variables in the model were updated 

following the completion of mortality trail testing. Trial 46 variant two (see Section 4.7) 

produced biomass values that reflected field sample observations for both species. We 

assumed that detrital and nutrient values would also be reflective of natural levels. Therefore, 

the initial boundary conditions for our three dynamic variables within the model are equal to 

their equivalent final value from trial 46 variant two. These are:  

Bmac(1) = 31.918 g C m-2 

BMPB(1) = 1.133 g C m-2 

N(1) = 0.0043 mmol N m-2 

Nmac(1) & NMPB(1) = 0.0022 mmol N m-2 

Dmac(1) = 0.11 g C m-2 

DMPB(1) = 0.409 g C m-2 

 Before mortality testing could be conducted, initial biomass values were obtained 

from the literature, with nutrient and detrital values being arbitrarily set. 

 Bmac(1) defines the starting biomass of M. liliana within the model in g C m-2. 

Initially, Bmac(1) was derived from Thrush et al. (2021). An average of 6.3 M. liliana were 

found within two sediment cores (13cm diameter x 15cm height) per sample. This number 

has been multiplied by C2N, to give the total weight of the individuals in grams of carbon. 

This value is then divided by C2 and multiplied by dmac. What is produced is the biomass of 

M. liliana in g C m-2 from Tuapiro Point at the time of sampling. This value is assumed to be 

an average, baseline value of M. liliana present at this location, or an indication of an 

expected biomass. Bmac(1) is 71.82 g C m-2. 

 BMPB(1) defines the starting biomass of MPB within the model in g C m-2. Initially, 

BMPB(1) was also derived from Thrush et al. (2021). An average of 8.11 µg of MPB were 

found per gram of sediment. This was multiplied by the sediment density and sediment 

porosity to give the weight of MPB in kg m3. This was further converted to the weight of 

MPB in g C m-2, by multiplying the value by dMPB. What was produced is assumed to be an 

average, baseline biomass of MPB present at this location. BMPB(1) is 0.159 g C m-2. 
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3.10 Flushing Coefficient 

 The flushing parameter (CF) is dependent on two factors; the movement of water 

through a porous sediment of finite thickness due to wave pumping (flushwave), and the 

pressurisation of sediment caused by M. liliana (Equation 22 & 23). Therefore, flushwave and 

flushmac have been assigned to each of these factors respectively, to model wave interactions 

and pressurisation of the seabed by M. liliana. Firstly, we must calculate the areal coverage of 

M. liliana to identify the areal size of pressurised seabed. The degree of pressurisation caused 

by M. liliana are for each individual, and so need to be converted to our unit of 1 m2. We 

assume that if the areal coverage of M. liliana is >1 m2, then 100% of the area is pressurised. 

The areal coverage of M. liliana is calculated first by converting from biomass to individuals, 

and then by approximating the area of an individual by the area of a circle with diameter 

equal to the length of the shell: 

 

𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑐 = (
𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑

𝑊𝑊
) 𝜋 ∗ (𝜋 ∗

𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑐

2
)

2
,                                             (19) 

 

where the dry weight of M. liliana is multiplied by the circumference of M. liliana, to 

produce a percentage coverage of M. liliana within a m2 area.  

 To determine the pressure variations caused by waves within the seabed sediments, 

first the pressure at the seabed surface is needed (which can be calculated from linear wave 

theory), then that pressure needs to be attenuated within the sediments. Attenuation can be 

calculated using Biot’s equation, assuming the following: 

1) Pore pressure within sediment is a consequence of elastic interactions between 

water and sediment within a porous sandy bed (dilation effects are neglected). 

2) Darcy’s law governs flow within the porous bed. 

3) Unimpeded, reversible, and linear mechanical properties are assumed for the 

sediment matrix predominantly obeying Hooke’s law, regardless of a pore 

pressure phase lag in fine sediment. 

4) A uniformly compressible pore fluid and sediment matrix exist.  

5) A horizontal, porous seabed exists that is of finite thickness, hydraulically 

anisotropic (with the same properties in all dimensions), and homogeneously 

unsaturated.  
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The functions to calculate attenuation of waves in seabed sediments were provided by Hsu & 

Jeng (1994), which were provided in Matlab form by Dong Sheng Jeng (pers. comm.). 

Following the assumptions above, a porous seabed with varying permeabilities in the x-, y-, 

and z-directions can be formulated as: 

 

𝐾𝑥

𝐾𝑧

𝜕2𝑃

𝜕𝑥2 +
𝐾𝑦

𝐾𝑧

𝜕2𝑃

𝜕𝑥2 +
𝜕2𝑃

𝜕𝑧2 −
𝛾𝑤𝑛′𝛽

𝐾𝑧

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑡
=

𝛾𝑤

𝐾𝑧

𝜕𝜀

𝜕𝑡
,                         (20) 

 

where Kx, Ky, and Kz define sediment permeability in the x-, y-, and z-directions. The wave-

induced pore pressure above that of the hydrostatic condition is denoted by P, the unit weight 

of pore-water is 𝛾𝑤, soil porosity is n’, the compressibility of the pore fluid is 𝛽, volume 

strain is 𝜀, and time is t. This formula produces the pressure field, from which Darcy’s law 

can be used to formulate a flow speed/discharge that is the basis for flushing parameter/pore-

water velocity: 

 

𝑞 =  −
𝑘

𝜇𝐿
∆,                                                            (21) 

 

where the flux of fluid through a porous medium, q (m s-1), is equal to the permeability of the 

medium (k), the fluid viscosity of the fluid (𝜇), and the drop in pressure (∆𝑝) over a specified 

distance (L). 

 CF was obtained in part from Hsu & Jeng (1994) and Volkenborn et al., (2012). It 

combines the work of multiple studies, to define the benthic flushing rate. CF depends on the 

movement of water through sediments due to wave pumping, sourced in part from the second 

stage in a study series by Hsu & Jeng (1994), and the pressurisation caused by M. liliana 

(Equation 22 & 23), sourced in part from Volkenborn et al. (2012).  

 In the first of their study series, Hsu & Jeng (1993) provide an analytical solution for 

the wave-induced soil response in a three-dimensional wave domain for soil of infinite 

thickness. As field measurements and laboratory experiments on this subject were often 

conducted in porous soil of finite thickness, Hsu & Jeng set out to develop a solution to this 

question. Existing literature surrounding the subject, such as equations developed by 

Yamamoto (1977) and Mei & Foda (1981), could not produce conclusive closed form 

solutions within the two-dimensional and three-dimensional wave domain. By expanding 

upon their earlier work, Verruijt’s (1969) storage equation, and Biot’s (1941) three-
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dimensional consolidation theory, Hsu & Jeng (1994) create an equation suited to soil of 

finite thickness within short-crested wave systems. The equation models the attenuation of 

pressure with depth, the displacement of sediment, the upward pressure within the sediment 

(not normalised by the surface pressure), and the downward flow (calculated by Darcy’s law) 

in m s-1. Variables within this equation have been altered to suit the needs of our model, 

formulating flushwave. The velocity of the pressure response (initially non-dimensional) was 

changed to a dimensional force by multiplying it with the pressure at the surface. Hydraulic 

conductivity (as a function of soil grain size), sourced from Oh et al. (2013), was also added 

to the equation. These alterations were made so the speed in which waves permeate through 

sediment could be calculated.  

 Volkenborn et al. (2012) modelled the intermittent bioirrigation and oxygen dynamics 

of three tellinid bivalves in permeable sediments. M. liliana were collected from the northern 

entrance of Tauranga Harbour and Tuapiro Point (a well-known dwelling spot for M. liliana 

in Tauranga Harbour). Porewater pressure measurements were collected from individuals 

placed in circular containers submerged in running artificial seawater. Large individuals (4.1-

5.0cm) were placed in either muddy or sandy sediment, while small individuals (2.3-2.4cm) 

were placed only in muddy sediment. Porewater pressure dynamics were identified from 

time-lapse photography (every 15s) and pressure sensors within the sediment. Results showed 

that M. liliana pressurise 4cm of water for 30-60 minutes at a time. Larger individuals were 

found to be hydraulically active 94% of the time, with 88% of time spent deposit feeding. 

Deposit feeding is characterised by approximately nine minutes of pressurisation, followed 

by roughly nine minutes of rest. On average, there were 3.3 feeding bouts within an hour, 

with sediment being pressurised for 45% of the feeding time.  
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Figure 3.3. Recurrent pressurisation of porewater affiliated with deposit-feeding by M. liliana (4.9cm shell length) in 

sediment with a permeability of 4.3 x 10-12 m2 (Volkenborn et al., 2012). Reproduced with permission of author. 
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Figure 3.4. Porewater pressure dynamics corresponding to the hydraulic activity of M. liliana (5.0cm shell length) in 

sediment with a permeability of 4.3 x 10-12 m2. The spikes represent burrowing episodes, with the recurrent pressurisation 

and positive and negative hydraulic pulses affiliated with siphon movements, and pseudofeces and faeces expulsions. Box A 

demonstrates the entire 22-hour sequence, while box B and C are enlargements of the data outlined by the dashed boxes in A 

(Volkenborne et al., 2012). Reproduced with permission of author. 

 

 

 

 As the pressurisation of benthic sediments by M. liliana is not constant, the behaviour 

must be modelled to reflect active and inactive periods of pressurisation by the present Bmac. 

Our model has been coded so that cyclic flushing by M. liliana can be turned on or off – on 

meaning that flushing occurs during feeding bouts (Equation 22), and off meaning flushing is 

continuous (Equation 23). M. liliana pressurise the bed to 0.5cm H2O. This was converted to 

pascals, and defines the vertical conductivity, or the pressurisation caused at the sediment 

surface, by M. liliana: 

 

𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑐 = − (
𝐾𝐻

𝜌∗𝑔
∗

(0.008∗𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(0.5∗(1+cos(2∗𝑝𝑖∗
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑇𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑
)))∗𝜌∗𝑔)−𝑃𝑊

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑐
) ∗ 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑐                   (22) 
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when cyclic flushing is on, flushmac is the output of the pressurisation at the sediment surface 

from M. liliana (rounded to the nearest decimal), multiplied by the density of water, the 

acceleration of gravity, and feeding bouts of M. liliana (oscillating between nine minutes of 

feeding and nine minutes of rest), minus the pressurisation of sediment at the depth of M. 

liliana dwelling, and multiplied by the areal coverage of M. liliana as a percentage: 

 

𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑐 = − (
𝐾𝐻

𝜌∗𝑔
∗

(0.008∗𝜌∗𝑔)−𝑃𝑊

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑐
) ∗ 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑐                                     (23) 

 

when cyclic flushing is off, flushmac is the output of the pressurisation at the sediment surface 

from M. liliana, multiplied by the density of water, the acceleration of gravity, minus the 

pressurisation of sediment at the dwelling depth of M. liliana, and multiplied by the areal 

coverage of M. liliana as a percentage. 

 Therefore, the flushing of nutrients from sediment by M. liliana is calculated as:  

 

CF = flushwave + flushmac               (24) 

 

The flushing coefficient is the sum of flushwave and Equation 22 or 23, the latter of which 

being dependent on whether cyclic flushing is turned on or off. Finally, continuity of mass 

means that if there is a flow upward through the sediments, it would be matched by a flow 

downward, so that the effect of flushing is the same as mixing across a concentration 

gradient. This can be simulated by using the flushing to define a mixing coefficient (Kz) that 

measures the diffusion of nutrients in m2 s-1 (this is the way horizontal salinity gradients are 

diffused by the effect of tidal currents in estuaries). The mixing coefficient can be 

approximated by the velocity scale multiplied by a length scale (the depth of the M. liliana 

layer): 

 

𝐾𝑧 = |𝐶𝐹| ∗
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑐

2
,                                                      (25) 

 

An absolute value must be used so that the mixing always reduces the concentration gradient 

to equalise concentration between the surface and the depth where M. liliana live.  
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3.11 Summary 

 We developed a model grid with three layers of operation. Three dynamic variables 

(biomass, nutrients, and detritus) for both benthic dwelling species M. liliana and MPB are 

connected in the model and parameterised by distinct source and sink relationships. The 

system shifts carbon by M. liliana living within estuarine benthic sediment feeding upon 

MPB at the sediment surface. Detritus, and corresponding nutrients released by detrital 

breakdown, from M. liliana is transferred to the sediment surface through the species’ 

pumping behaviour. These nutrients are consumed by MPB populations, fuelling their 

growth. Sediment porosity (mud content) and external nutrient loading influence the 

efficiency of functioning within each model layer and in the transfer of matter between 

layers.  
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Chapter 4 

Results 

4.1 Model Testing Structure 

The first task was to manipulate the only parameters in the model which could not be 

found in the literature, the mortality rates (M), so that the biomass (B) in the M. liliana (Bmac) 

and MPB (BMPB) pools reflected real world values. The biomass of both species interacted 

non-linearly, and so varying one caused the other to vary as well. The mortality rate was 

deemed appropriate if Bmac and BMPB values were close or equivalent to their biomasses found 

within field studies. Observed natural values were used from studies completed in Tauranga 

Harbour. These values were 41.768 g C m-2 for M. liliana (Thrush et al., 2021; see Section 

3.5 for explanation on study) and 1.056 g C m-2 for MPB (Flowers et al., in review; see 

Section 3.4 for explanation on study). All parameters within the model remained at control 

values, except for M. liliana and MPB mortality (Mmac and MMPB), and the maximum length 

of the simulation (tmax).  

The results were stored in Matlab structure files (with name mortB(x)results(y), where 

‘x’ is replaced by an index number for the Mmac rate used, and ‘y’ refers to an index for MMPB 

(see Table 4.1 to 4.6 for the values assigned to each index). For example, mortB3results11 

corresponds to a M. liliana mortality rate of 0.001 and a MPB mortality rate of 0.1 (Table 

4.1). A ‘structure’ file is a master variable which allows a number of different variables to be 

stored with a common name. In this case, the structure file contained a complete timeseries of 

all of the dynamical variables. As testing was conducted, mortality rates were refined to 

decrease the difference between our observed species’ biomass and values seen in nature. 

Time (tmax) was increased from trial eleven to allow the simulation to stabilise further. This 

file naming system was chosen so that the results of each variation could be automatically 

identified when plotted against each other. Henceforth, ‘trial’ will be used to refer to Mmac 

values, and ‘variant’ refers to MMPB values. However, the testing structure changed following 

trial 31, with Mmac altering with the variant number, rather than MMPB (Table 4.6). Despite 

this change, language when referring to the trial and variant number remains the same. 

Please note, symbol definitions can be found in Table 3.1. The Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient was used to identify the relationships found in this section, with the p-value 
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calculated at the 95% confidence interval. Values from specific trial and variant numbers 

were chosen as representative values from trial sets (Tables 4.1 to 4.6 each represent a trial 

set) during relationship analysis. Specific trials and variants were chosen when their biomass 

values were closest to values seen in nature. 

4.2 M. liliana and MPB Mortality Values 

Table 4.1. M. liliana (mac) and MPB mortality rates and their corresponding trial and variant number, for trials one to ten. 

Note that every combination of row (trial) and column (variant) was run. 

 

 

Table 4.2. M. liliana (mac) and MPB mortality rates and their corresponding trial and variant number, for trials 11 to 15. 

Note that every combination of row (trial) and column (variant) was run. 

 

 

Table 4.3. M. liliana (mac) and MPB mortality rates and their corresponding trial and variant number, for trials 18 to 26. 

Trials 16 and 17 were excluded from analyses (and this table) due to errors. Note that every combination of row (trial) and 

column (variant) was run. 

 

 

Mac MPB
1E-11 1E-10 1E-09 0.00000001 0.0000001 0.000001 0.00001 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 tmax

0.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.10 1.11 150000000

0.01 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.10 2.11 150000000

0.001 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.10 3.11 150000000

0.0001 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.10 4.11 150000000

0.00001 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 5.10 5.11 150000000

0.000001 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 6.10 6.11 150000000

0.0000001 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.9 7.10 7.11 150000000

0.00000001 8.1 8.2 8.3 8.4 8.5 8.6 8.7 8.8 8.9 8.10 8.11 150000000

0.000000001 9.1 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.6 9.7 9.8 9.9 9.10 9.11 150000000

1E-10 10.1 10.2 10.3 10.4 10.5 10.6 10.7 10.8 10.9 10.10 10.11 150000000

Mac MPB
0.00001 0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 tmax

1E-11 11.1 11.2 11.3 11.4 11.5 20000000

1E-12 12.1 12.2 12.3 12.4 12.5 20000000

1E-13 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 13.5 20000000

1E-14 14.1 14.2 14.3 14.4 14.5 20000000

1E-15 15.1 15.2 15.3 15.4 15.5 20000000

Mac MPB
0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 tmax

0.000001 18.1 18.2 18.3 18.4 20000000

0.000002 19.1 19.2 19.3 19.4 20000000

0.000003 20.1 20.2 20.3 20.4 20000000

0.000004 21.1 21.2 21.3 21.4 20000000

0.000005 22.1 22.2 22.3 22.4 20000000

0.000006 23.1 23.2 23.3 23.4 20000000

0.000007 24.1 24.2 24.3 24.4 20000000

0.000008 25.1 25.2 25.3 25.4 20000000

0.000009 26.1 26.2 26.3 26.4 20000000
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Table 4.4. M. liliana (mac) and MPB mortality rates and their corresponding trial and variant number for trial 27. Note that 

every combination of row (trial) and column (variant) was run. 

 

 

Table 4.5. M. liliana and MPB mortality rates and their corresponding trial and variant number, for trials 28 to 31. Note that 

every combination of row (trial) and column (variant) was run. 

 

 

Mac MPB
0.07 tmax

7E-10 27.1 20000000

0. 000000007 27.2 20000000

0. 00000007 27.3 20000000

0. 0000007 27.4 20000000

 0. 000007 27.5 20000000

Trial M. liliana mortality rate Variant MPB mortality rate tmax

28 0.000001 1 0.1 20000000

28 0.00001 2 0.1 20000000

28 0.0001 3 0.1 20000000

28 0.001 4 0.1 20000000

28 0.01 5 0.1 20000000

28 0.1 6 0.1 20000000

29 0.000001 1 0.01 20000000

29 0.00001 2 0.01 20000000

29 0.0001 3 0.01 20000000

29 0.001 4 0.01 20000000

29 0.01 5 0.01 20000000

29 0.1 6 0.01 20000000

30 0.000001 1 0.001 20000000

30 0.00001 2 0.001 20000000

30 0.0001 3 0.001 20000000

30 0.001 4 0.001 20000000

30 0.01 5 0.001 20000000

30 0.1 6 0.001 20000000

31 0.000001 1 0.0001 20000000

31 0.00001 2 0.0001 20000000

31 0.0001 3 0.0001 20000000

31 0.001 4 0.0001 20000000

31 0.01 5 0.0001 20000000

31 0.1 6 0.0001 20000000
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Table 4.6. M. liliana and MPB mortality rates and their corresponding trial and variant number, for trials 32 to 46. Note that 

every combination of row (trial) and column (variant) was run. 

 

Trial M. liliana mortality rate Variant MPB mortality rate tmax

32 0.000002 1 0.00001 20000000

32 0.000004 2 0.00001 20000000

32 0.000006 3 0.00001 20000000

32 0.000008 4 0.00001 20000000

33 0.000002 1 0.00003 20000000

33 0.000004 2 0.00003 20000000

33 0.000006 3 0.00003 20000000

33 0.000008 4 0.00003 20000000

34 0.000002 1 0.00005 20000000

34 0.000004 2 0.00005 20000000

34 0.000006 3 0.00005 20000000

34 0.000008 4 0.00005 20000000

35 0.000002 1 0.00007 20000000

35 0.000004 2 0.00007 20000000

35 0.000006 3 0.00007 20000000

35 0.000008 4 0.00007 20000000

36 0.000002 1 0.00009 20000000

36 0.000004 2 0.00009 20000000

36 0.000006 3 0.00009 20000000

36 0.000008 4 0.00009 20000000

37 0.000002 1 0.0001 20000000

37 0.000004 2 0.0001 20000000

37 0.000006 3 0.0001 20000000

37 0.000008 4 0.0001 20000000

38 0.000002 1 0.0003 20000000

38 0.000004 2 0.0003 20000000

38 0.000006 3 0.0003 20000000

38 0.000008 4 0.0003 20000000

39 0.000002 1 0.0005 20000000

39 0.000004 2 0.0005 20000000

39 0.000006 3 0.0005 20000000

39 0.000008 4 0.0005 20000000

40 0.000002 1 0.0007 20000000

40 0.000004 2 0.0007 20000000

40 0.000006 3 0.0007 20000000

40 0.000008 4 0.0007 20000000

41 0.000002 1 0.0009 20000000

41 0.000004 2 0.0009 20000000

41 0.000006 3 0.0009 20000000

41 0.000008 4 0.0009 20000000

42 0.000002 1 0.001 20000000

42 0.000004 2 0.001 20000000

42 0.000006 3 0.001 20000000

42 0.000008 4 0.001 20000000

43 0.000002 1 0.003 20000000

43 0.000004 2 0.003 20000000

43 0.000006 3 0.003 20000000

43 0.000008 4 0.003 20000000

44 0.000002 1 0.005 20000000

44 0.000004 2 0.005 20000000

44 0.000006 3 0.005 20000000

44 0.000008 4 0.005 20000000

45 0.000002 1 0.007 20000000

45 0.000004 2 0.007 20000000

45 0.000006 3 0.007 20000000

45 0.000008 4 0.007 20000000

46 0.000002 1 0.009 20000000

46 0.000004 2 0.009 20000000

46 0.000006 3 0.009 20000000

46 0.000008 4 0.009 20000000
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Table 4.7. Light availability test trial numbers and their corresponding light attenuation (kd) depth (m). Trials one, three, five, 

and seven are excluded due to errors. 

Trial kd  

2 0.2 

4 0.4 

6 0.6 

8 0.8 

9 1.0 

10 1.2 

11 1.4 

12 1.6 

13 1.8 

14 2.0 

15 2.2 

16 2.4 

17 2.6 

18 2.8 

19 3.0 

 

Table 4.8. Mud content test trial numbers and their corresponding sediment mud content (Mc) (%). 

Trial MC  

1 0.1 

2 0.2 

3 0.3 

4 0.4 

5 0.5 

6 0.6 

7 0.7 

8 0.8 

9 0.9 

10 1 

 

Table 4.9. External nutrient test trial numbers and their corresponding external nutrient (IN) value  (mmol N m-2). 

Trial IN 

1 1 

2 10 

3 100 

4 1000 

5 10000 

6 100000 
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4.3 Observations Trials one to ten 

 Trial 6 variant 10 (Table 4.1) was used as a base case when analysing relationships 

between variables in trials one to ten. BMPB values across trials and variants were consistently 

different from what is seen in nature (except for several outliers), meaning more weight was 

given to the matching of Bmac values when selecting results for relationship analysis. 

4.3.1 Biomass 

Figure 4.1 (a) demonstrates a large disparity in biomass across various Mmac values. 

Bmac values increase on a positive trend until trial five variant nine, where values begin to 

drop below that of previous variants. This pattern is followed throughout the rest of the trials, 

where once MMPB reaches 0.001 (g C m-2) (see Table 4.1) Mmac begins to decrease. From this, 

we assumed that a smaller Mmac will result in a larger Bmac and that MMPB influences Mmac. 

While our assumptions partially were correct, as a very strong negative relationship exists 

between Bmac and MMPB (r = -.979, p = <.00001), no significant relationship exists between 

Bmac and Mmac (r = -.423, p = .178). Bmac has a range of over 70 g C m-2, with the majority of 

trials appearing to have not reached a stable biomass by tmax. A stable biomass, as seen in 

Figure 4.1 (b), will oscillate around the organism’s carrying capacity (KMPB), as the biomass 

rises and falls around this value. In Figure 4.1 (a), we see a continuation of the growth or 

reduction of Bmac at tmax. In some instances, Bmac dropped to near zero g C m-2 and remained 

consistently low for long periods of time. Bmac is much larger than this in nature (Figure 4.2), 

meaning these results are unfavourable. 

BMPB values in Figure 4.1 (b) behave much differently to those in Figure 4.1 (a). 

Irrespective of the trial number, BMPB approaches carrying capacity (KMPB) within 300 days. 

The oscillation of BMPB, shown by the magenta line between 0.7-1 g C m-2, demonstrates the 

MPB population fluctuating above and below KMPB. While KMPB within the model is set to 1.2 

g C m-2, it is not unexpected to see results below this threshold, as different variations of the 

model across trials may reduce KMPB naturally. This is due to a larger Bmac being present 

(from their mortality rate being reduced), which allows for more predation of MPB to occur. 

A reduction in KMPB can also occur with an increasing MMPB, further explaining the varying 

KMPB values observed. A very strong negative relationship exists between BMPB and MMPB (r = 

-1, p = <.00001), while there is no significant relationship between BMPB and Mmac (r = -.493, 

p = .147). 
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Bmac at Tuapiro Point is 41.768 g C m-2, while an expected BMPB is 1.056 g C m-2. 

Figure 4.2 demonstrates that only one result from trials one to ten produced a Bmac value close 

to that seen in nature (Trial six, variant ten – 41.51 g C m-2). There is a fairly even spread of 

Bmac values above and below natural levels. No trials produced a BMPB value close to natural 

levels, with nearly all values being too large. Figure 4.2 (c) shows that there is little variation 

in BMPB (shown by the large overlap in results), despite a change in MMPB. BMPB sits above 

1.195 g C m-2 throughout all variants of all trials, until variants ten and 11. Here, we see a 

significant drop in biomass at the 95% confidence interval (t = -3.312, p = .0091, df = 1). This 

further highlights the negative relationship between BMPB and MMPB. We have also identified 

our threshold in which BMPB can be sustained, before dropping below KMPB by a significant 

value. We assumed that a secondary variable, the consumption of MPB by M. liliana 

(Gmacgraz), may also be important for controlling BMPB. This theory was considered in later 

testing. Figure 4.2 was used alongside Figure 4.1 to progress our trial runs, with the objective 

of producing results that fit the centre of the red and blue lines. tmax was increased from 1.5e-6 

to 2e-6 time steps, as no significant change in results were identified in trial ten (where tmax 

was considerably extended). Time restraints on the project did not permit such large tmax 

values (taking several days of processing time to complete). Following our interpretations 

from trials one through ten, we continued with the assumption that a smaller Mmac would lead 

to a larger Bmac, and tested this theory in more depth by extending the length of the trial from 

1.5e6 to 2.0e6 time steps. 
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Figure 4.1. Timeseries plot of biomass values (g C m-2) per time step for trials one to ten for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’). Trial ten was run to 

on an unrestricted timeframe, to identify if an increased tmax would significantly alter results. 
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Figure 4.2. Scatter graphs demonstrating the biomass of M. liliana and MPB. The graph includes values from all results 

across trials one to ten. The vertical red line illustrates an average MPB biomass (1.056 g C m-2) within the Tauranga 

Harbour ((Flowers et al., in review) and the horizontal blue line illustrates an average M. liliana biomass (41.768 g C m-2) 

found within Tauranga Harbour (Thrush et al., 2021). The colour scale in (a) denotes the different M. liliana mortality rate 

(per time step) log formed in each trial; the colour scale in (b) denotes the different MPB mortality rates (per time step) log 

formed in each trial; the colour scale in (c) corresponds to the ‘variant’ number for MPB mortality across trials (see Table 

4.1); and the colour scale in (d) refers to the ‘trial’ number for M. liliana mortality rate across trials (see Table 4.1). 

 

 

4.3.2 Nutrients 

 Nutrients in the system increase throughout the duration of trials one through ten 

(Figure 4.3). This is to be expected, as nutrients from within the sediment are added to the 

system by M. liliana pumping behaviour. Both (a) and (b) in Figure 4.3 have a range of 0 to 

60,000 mmol N m-2, showing that the model is mixing nutrient pools until equilibrium is 

reached. There is no significant relationship between Mmac and Nmac or NMPB (r = .460, p 

= .181). However, a very strong positive relationship exists between the MMPB and both 

nutrient pools (r = 1, p = <.00001). When comparing Figure 4.1 (b) and Figure 4.3 (b), we 

see that increasing nutrients does not fuel an MPB bloom. A couple of assumptions were 
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made following this finding; 1) MPB have reached KMPB, meaning additional nutrients cannot 

increase their biomass further, or 2) MPB are not nutrient limited, but light limited, so 

additional nutrients cannot increase their biomass further. Figure 4.3 (b) also highlights the 

need for a toxicity parameter within the water column, as nutrients are allowed to increase 

past the rate of consumption with no impact on MPB’s carrying capacity (Figure 4.1 (b).  

 

Figure 4.3. Timeseries plot of nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step for trials one to ten for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’). 

 

 

4.3.3 Detritus 

 Dmac levels in trials one to ten rapidly drop from their initial boundary conditions to 

<0.21 g C m-2 within 20,000 time steps, and stay below this level for the remainder of the 

trial (Figure 4.4 (a)). Dmac values have a range from 0.0243 2.201e-9 g C m-2, showing no 

significant relationship with Mmac (r = .484, p = .155). However, a very strong negative 
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relationship exists between Dmac and MMPB (r = -.989, p = <.00001). Our results demonstrate 

that detritus is rapidly transitioning back into nitrogen and entering the sediment layer (Figure 

4.3). This is likely due to a combination of the carbon breakdown parameter (C2N) and M. 

liliana pumping behaviour (Pmac) working to remove detritus from the sediment layer, and the 

biomass decay rate (Cmac) being too small (see section 3.8 & 3.10). 

 DMPB values in trials one to ten range from 3.60 to 4.81e-5 g C m-2 (Figure 4.4 (b)), 

considerably larger than that of BMPB. Only variant 11 has results that sit above 1 g C m-2, 

demonstrating that the MMPB is the controlling factor for DMPB A very strong positive 

relationship exists between the DMPB and MMPB (r = .999, p = <.00001), while no significant 

relationship exists with Mmac (r = -.479, p = .161). As there is no set carrying capacity for 

DMPB, DMPB is able to be maintained in considerably larger quantities than BMPB. DMPB values 

are also considerably larger than Dmac; the largest DMPB value is 300% larger than KMPB, 

compared to M. liliana’s being <0.02% of the Kmac. 

 

Figure 4.4. Timeseries plot of detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for trials one to ten for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’). 
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4.3.4 Key Findings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Observations Trials ten to 15 

 Results from trial 11 variant four were used in the analysis of relationships within 

trials 11-15. Due to limited colormaps available in Matlab, results can be hard to interpret. 

Trials 11 to 15 were chosen for Matlab’s ‘autumn colormap’ due to their low variance and 

high overlap, meaning few intricacies between trials need to be interpreted. 

4.4.1 Biomass 

Trials 11-15 are difficult to distinguish. Despite the colormap in Figure 4.5 ranging 

from red to yellow, only yellow is seen as biomass values from later trials overlap values 

from earlier ones. The range of biomass values is similar to that of trials one to ten, >70 g C 

m-2. Finding similar results for Bmac was unsurprising, given that our assumption of a negative 

relationship existing between Mmac and Bmac was proven to not be significant in previous 

trials. We continued trial a reducing Mmac, as we suspected this may change. In trials 11 to 15, 

no relationship exists between Mmac and Bmac; however, a very strong negative relationship 

exists between Bmac and MMPB (r = -.966, p = .00749). Bmac continues to not stabilise, despite 

the increase in tmax. From this we assumed two things; 1) Bmac will continue to decline, 

possibly due to a lack of food or toxicity levels becoming too large to sustain the population, 

or 2) Bmac is beginning to oscillate around the carrying capacity (like BMPB in Figure 4.1 (b)), 

but oscillates over a much longer period than MPB. Option two is plausible, as despite Kmac 

being set at 74.8 g C m-2, this value will decrease as nutrients levels in the sediment increase. 

• Very strong relationships exist between MMPB and the biomass, 

nutrient, and detrital values for both species. 

• No significant relationships exist between Mmac and biomass, 

nutrients, or detritus. 

• Bmac does not stabilise across all trials and variants, but BMPB does. 

• Trial ten variant six closest Bmac values to what is seen in nature. 

• Nutrients increasing within the system do not fuel an MPB bloom. 

• Dmac is rapidly converted into nitrogen and removed from sediments. 

• Detrital values are considerably higher (MPB) or lower (M. liliana) 

than the corresponding species’ biomass values. 
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Following an increase in nutrients, the sediment begins to become toxic and can no longer 

support the existing biomass (leading to a reduction in Kmac) (see Section 3.5). Regardless of 

the plausibility of this assumption, time limitations meant we could not extend tmax to test the 

theory. Additionally, we believed Bmac would stabilise once Mmac was set to an appropriate 

value. 

Figure 4.5 (b) demonstrates a refinement in MMPB, as only the largest five mortality 

values from trials one to ten (0.0001 to 0.1, increasing by one order of magnitude in each 

trial) were used in trials 11 to 15 (Table 4.2). Unfortunately, these changes did little to alter 

BMPB results, when compared to trials one to ten (Figure 4.1 (b)). This is further highlighted 

in Figure 4.6 (b), where BMPB results from trials 11 to 15 can be seen to overlap with results 

from trials one to ten. We found no relationship between BMPB and the Mmac, but a very strong 

negative relationship between BMPB and MMPB continues to exist (r = -1, p = <.00001). 

Figure 4.7 demonstrates that, despite the refining of the Mmac and MMPB in trials 11-

15, still no trials produce results that are the same as values in nature. While more results now 

sit closer to Bmac values in nature, BMPB values from all trials are either too high or too low. 

The spread of BMPB values for trials 11 to 15 are near identical to that from trials one to ten, 

meaning that continuing to reduce Mmac to achieve the desired result was not working. 

However, what has become more apparent in Figure 4.7 is the relationship between Bmac and 

MMPB. This is shown prominently in Figure 4.7 (d), where Bmac values in variations of trial 15 

range from 69.09 g C m-2 to 0.05 g C m-2 (shown by the yellow dots).  
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Figure 4.5. Timeseries plot of biomass values (g C m-2) per time step for trials 11 to 15 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Trials 

are plotted along a colour scale progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’). 

 

Figure 4.6. Timeseries plot for biomass values (g C m-2) per time step for trials one to 15 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale, with colours for trials one to ten progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool 

colormap’), and colours for trials 11 to 15 progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’). 
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Figure 4.7. Scatter graphs demonstrating the biomass of M. liliana and MPB at the conclusion of all results from trial one to 

15. The vertical red line illustrates an average MPB biomass (1.056 g C m-2) within Tauranga Harbour (Flowers et al., in 

review) and the horizontal blue line illustrates an average M. liliana biomass (41.768 g C m-2) found within Tauranga 

Harbour (Thrush et al., 2021). The colour scale in (a) denotes the different M. liliana mortality rate (per time step) log 

formed in each trial; the colour scale in (b) denotes the different MPB mortality rates (per time step) log formed in each trial; 

the colour scale in (c) corresponds to the ‘variant’ number for MPB mortality across trials (see Table 4.1 & 4.2); and the 

colour scale in (d) refers to the ‘trial’ number for M. liliana mortality rate across trials (see Table 4.1 & 4.2). 

 

 

 

4.4.2 Nutrients 

 Nmac and NMPB values continue to increase with time, and mix until equilibrium. 

Nutrients in trials 11 to 15 have a larger range than previous trials, ranging from 69,942 to 

0.133 mmol N m-2 (Figure 4.8). Nmac and NMPB values do no change with Mmac, with analysis 

showing no relationship between the two variables. However, there continues to be a very 

strong positive relationship between MMPB and nutrients (Trials 11 to 15, r = 1, p = <.00001).  
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Figure 4.8. Timeseries plot of nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step for trials 11 to 15 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’). 

 

Figure 4.9. Timeseries plot of nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step for trials one to 15 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale, with colours for trials one to ten progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool 

colormap’), and colours for trials 11 to 15 progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’). 
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4.4.3 Detritus 

 Dmac values in trials 11 to 15 (Figure 4.10 (a)) range from 3.534e-10 to 4.865e-8 g C m-

2, and continue on the same trend as previous trials (see 4.3.3). However, unlike trials one to 

ten, Dmac values in trials 11 to 15 have a very strong positive relationship with Mmac (r = 1, p 

= <.00001), with Dmac and Mmac values decreasing by one order of magnitude with each trial. 

A very strong negative relationship exists between Dmac and MMPB (r = -.966, p = .0085) also. 

Dmac values continue to remain at levels considerably lower than corresponding Bmac values. 

 DMPB values in trials 11 to 15 (Figure 4.10 (b)) range from 3.662 to 4.82e-4 g C m-2, 

nearly identical to previous trials (see 4.3.3) and still considerably larger than BMPB. No 

relationship exists between DMPB and Mmac. Therefore, the factor influencing DMPB must be 

the MMPB, to which a very strong positive relationship exists (r = .999, p = .000038). 

 

Figure 4.10. Timeseries plot of detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for trials 11 to 15 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Trials 

are plotted along a colour scale progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’). 
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Figure 4.11. Timeseries plot of detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for trials one to 15 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale, with colours for trials one to ten progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool 

colormap’), and colours for trials 11 to 15 progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’). 

 

 

4.4.4 Key Findings 

 

 

 

 

 

  

• Mmac only shares a relationship with Dmac. 

• Very strong relationships exist between MMPB and the biomass, nutrient, and 

detrital values for both species. 

• Biomass results for both species are further from their natural values across all 

trials, when compared to trials one to ten. 
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4.5 Observations Trials 18 to 27 

 For trials 18 to 26, we no longer continued on the trend of reducing Mmac by one order 

of magnitude (see Table 4.3), but instead chose to set Mmac values between that seen in trials 

six and seven – trial six produced a Bmac most similar to that seen in nature (Figure 4.2 and 

4.7). A similar change was made with MMPB values (Table 4.3). As no variant had produced 

BMPB values close to what is seen in nature, MMPB was also refined based upon trial six, using 

variant ten. Mmac in trial 27 was structured differently to trials 18 to 26 (Table 4.4), with MMPB 

staying within a similar range. We chose to group trial 27 with trials 18 to 26 as they showed 

similar results. Results from variant two across trials 18 to 27 (Table 4.3 & 4.4) were used 

when analysing relationships between variables. Due to the structure of testing in trials 18 to 

27 (Table 4.3 & 4.4), insufficient data was available to test for relationships with MMPB. 

Trials 16 and 17 were excluded from analyses due to errors. 

4.5.1 Biomass 

Variants amongst trials 18 to 27 in Figure 4.12 (a) produce results that follow a 

similar trend to one another; Bmac gradually reduces from boundary conditions to low levels. 

This trend is different to results we have seen from the first 15 trials thus far, as earlier trials 

have often produced results that overlap or show very little variation. A very strong negative 

relationship exists between Bmac and Mmac (r = -.966, p = .000023).  

Figure 4.12 (b) does not confirm our assumption that Gmacgraz was a variable 

controlling BMPB. Figure 4.12 (b) demonstrates a distinct overlap in BMPB values across all 

four MMPB variants, indicating that a change in MMPB is responsible for the variations in BMPB. 

If Bmac was controlling BMPB through consumption (which increases in rate with increasing 

Bmac), we would likely see nine identifiable BMPB values that align with the nine variants of 

Mmac. Instead, BMPB increases alongside Bmac, which may infer that the nutrient cycling 

occurring through Gmacgraz is more beneficial for BMPB than detrimental (see sections 3.4, 3.6, 

and 3.10. Unfortunately, the sample size for trials 18 to 27 is too small to confidently identify 

a relationship between BMPB and MMPB; however, in earlier trials we identified a strong 

negative relationship (Trial 15, r = -.999, p =.000038) that appears to continue on in later 

trials. Therefore, we continue to assume that MMPB is the primary influence of BMPB. 
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Figure 4.12. Timeseries plot of biomass values (g C m-2) per time step for trials 18 to 27 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from dark green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’). 
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Figure 4.13. Timeseries plot for biomass values (g C m-2) per time step for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Data was used from 

trials one through to 27, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; trials one to ten 

are plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to 15 are plotted in colours 

progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), and 18 to 27 are plotted in colours progressing from dark 

green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’), 
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Figure 4.14. Scatter graphs demonstrating the biomass of M. liliana and MPB at the conclusion of each trial (excluding trial 

16-17) from trials one to 27. The vertical red line illustrates an average MPB biomass (1.056 g C m-2) within Tauranga 

Harbour (Flowers et al., in review) and the horizontal blue line illustrates an average M. liliana biomass (41.768 g C m-2) 

found within Tauranga Harbour (Thrush et al., 2021). The colour scale in (a) denotes the different M. liliana mortality rate 

(per time step) log formed in each trial; the colour scale in (b) denotes the different MPB mortality rates (per time step) log 

formed in each trial; the colour scale in (c) corresponds to the ‘variant’ number for MPB mortality across trials (see Table 

4.1, 4.2, & 4.3); and the colour scale in (d) refers to the ‘trial’ number for M. liliana mortality rate across trials (see Table 

4.1, 4.2, & 4.3). 

 

 

4.5.2 Nutrients 

 Nmac and NMPB in trials 18 to 27 follow a similar trend to previous trials (Figure 4.16). 

Despite trial 27 having five variants, its results still fit within four distinct groups – trials 18 

to 26 having four variants (see Section 4.5 for explanation on grouping trial 27). Nutrient 

values increase with time across trials, with nutrient values increasing with the variants 

within trials also. This is shown by the progression of dark green to lime colouring in Figure 

4.15. This pattern is broken by trial 27, where there is the distinct lime, dark green, lime 

sequence in one of the groupings. In trials 18 to 27 a very strong positive relationship exists 
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between the Mmac and nutrients (r .991, p = <.00001). In previous trials, this relationship has 

been moderately positive (see Section 4.3.2) and undetectable (see Section 4.4.2).  

Figure 4.14 shows that refining mortality values has not produced biomass values 

similar to that seen in nature for both species simultaneously. Therefore, a new question was 

raised. Was Nmac becoming too large, creating a toxic environment and causing Kmac to reduce 

too far? Highlighting trial 20, which we knew to have Bmac values reducing well below the 

levels found in nature, we found that Nmac increased from 10 mmol N m-2 at the beginning of 

the trial to 64,313 mmol N m-2 at the end (Figure 4.15 (a)). These values are well above 

nutrient levels that M. liliana naturally dwell in, as shown in Figure 3.2 (see Section 3.5). 

Therefore, total nutrient levels were reaching up to 128,630 mmol N m-2. To test this nutrient 

overload theory, a new denitrification parameter was created (see DR in Chapter 3) and used 

within the model following trial 27. 

 

Figure 4.15. Timeseries plot of nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step for trials 18 to 27 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from dark green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’). 
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Figure 4.16. Timeseries plot of nutrient levels (mmol N m-2) per time step for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Data was used 

from trials one to 27 excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; trials one to ten are 

plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to 15 are plotted in colours 

progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), and 18 to 26 are plotted in colours progressing from dark 

green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’). 

 

 

4.5.3 Detritus 

 Dmac values in trials 18 to 27 range from 2.203e-8 to 0.00279 g C m-2 (Figure 4.17 (a)). 

A very strong positive relationship continues to exist between Dmac and Mmac in trials 18 to 27 

(r = .966, p = <.00001).  

 DMPB in trials 18 to 27 range from 3.396 to 1.339 g C m-2 (Figure 4.17 (b)), meaning 

all values sit above KMPB. A moderate negative relationship exists between DMPB and Mmac 

rates in trials 18 to 27 (r = -.725, p = .0271). This is the first instance across trials that a 

significant relationship exists between these variables. When looking at Figure 4.17 (b) we 

can see that as DMPB values increase, their oscillating pattern become larger in value also. 

Previously, we thought that this was due to DMPB’s relationship with had with MMPB; 
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however, as a relationship with Mmac is now evident (and we cannot test the relationship with 

the MMPB) we cannot be sure which variable is causing this pattern.  

When comparing BMPB to DMPB values across trials one to 27 (Figure 4.19 & 4.20), the 

amount of carbon in each pool can be seen to oscillate in near unison, demonstrating the 

appropriate transfer of carbon within the model. 

 

Figure 4.17. Timeseries plot of detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for trials 18 to 27 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Trials 

are plotted along a colour scale progressing from dark green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’). 
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Figure 4.18. Timeseries plot of detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Data was used from 

trials one to 27, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; trials one to ten are 

plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to 15 are plotted in colours 

progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), and 18 to 27 are plotted in colours progressing from dark 

green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’). 
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Figure 4.19. Timeseries plot of MPB biomass values (g C m-2) per time step (a) and MPB detrital values (g C m-2) (b). Data 

was used from trials one to 27, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; trials one 

to ten are plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to 15 are plotted in colours 

progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), and 18 to 27 are plotted in colours progressing from dark 

green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’). 
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Figure 4.20. Timeseries plot of biomass and detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Data was 

used from trials one to 27, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Red lines correspond to biomass values, while blue lines 

identify detrital values. 

 

 

4.5.4 Key Findings 

 

 

 

 

 

  

• Stronger relationships have occurred between Mmac and the model’s three 

dynamic variables, demonstrating that we are closer to finding an appropriate 

mortality rate. 

• Continual rise of nutrients creating concentrations well above natural levels, 

which are likely poisoning M. liliana. 

• BMPB and DMPB values oscillate in near unison with time across trials. 
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4.6 Observations Following the Addition of DR – Trials 28 to 31 

Trial 29 was selected to represent the relationships seen in trials 28-31. Due to the 

structure of testing in trials 28 to 31 (Table 4.5), relationships with MMPB could not be 

analysed. 

4.6.1 Biomass 

Following the addition of the DR parameter, the model produced much more stable 

Bmac results compared to earlier trials (Figure 4.22 (a)). These results are highlighted in 

Figure 4.21 (a), which demonstrates Bmac results that plateau considerably faster than 

previous trials. Bmac results in trials 28 to 31 have range from 59.15 to 0.023 g C m-2. 

Surprisingly, no significant relationship between Bmac and Mmac exists (r = -.333, p = .519), 

which goes against all our current findings. More trials are producing results where Bmac is 

similar to that seen in nature (Figure 4.23); however, still none are simultaneously accurate 

for M. liliana and MPB. Bmac values stabilising supports our assumption that Bmac was 

decreasing below levels seen in nature due to the growth of Nmac, as nutrients no longer 

remain at high volumes.  

 BMPB results in trials 28 to 31 show a similar trend to previous trials (Figure 4.22 (b)); 

however, there is a much larger range than previously seen. BMPB values range from 1.97 to 

0.54 g C m-2. Results from trials that have a lower BMPB oscillate in larger fluctuations around 

their carrying capacity, than those with a larger BMPB. The results with the smaller BMPB 

values have a lower carrying capacity than is set in the model, due to the interactions between 

species following the alteration of their mortality rates. An anomaly arose when testing 

BMPB’s relationship with Mmac; no significant relationship between these variables exist in 

trials 29 to 31, but a very strong positive relationship exists in trial 28 (r =  0.995, p .000037). 

Figure 4.21 (b) highlights a variance in results not seen until the addition of the DR value; 

BMPB values shift almost instantaneously to oscillate below a new KMPB value. Variant three 

and four of trial 28 saw the largest shifts in BMPB over short periods of time (Table 4.10 & 

4.11), with these variants also experiencing a double shift; BMPB quickly reduces and then 

increases again within a short period of time (Table 4.11). Rapid shifts in BMPB decrease in 

size as the trial and variant number increase (Table 4.10), likely caused by the relationship 

between BMPB and MMPB. As MMPB decreases through trials, BMPB and KMPB values increase, 

demonstrating that MMPB has less control over these variables than previously. These rapid 

changes in value may be the system responding to a regime shift. 
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Trials 28 to 31 have produced more results that are close to BMPB values measured in 

natural settings; however, none are accurate (Figure 4.23). Notably, trials and variants that 

experienced larger rapid shifts in BMPB than others (Table 4.10) produced values that sit 

below those seen in nature.  

 

Figure 4.21. Timeseries plot of biomass values (g C m-2) per time step for trials 28 to 31 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from black to copper (MATLAB’s ‘copper colormap’). 
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Figure 4.22. Timeseries plot of biomass values (g C m-2) per time step for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Data was used from 

trials one to 31, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; trials one to ten are 

plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to 15 are plotted in colours 

progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), 18 to 27 are plotted in colours progressing from dark 

green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’), and 28 to 31 are plotted in colours progressing from black to copper 

(MATLAB’s ‘copper colormap’). 
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Figure 4.23. Scatter graphs demonstrating the biomass of M. liliana and MPB at the conclusion of each trial (excluding trial 

16 & 17) from trials one to 31. The vertical red line illustrates an average MPB biomass (1.056 g C m-2) within Tauranga 

Harbour (Flowers et al., in review) the horizontal blue line illustrates an average M. liliana biomass (41.768 g C m-2) found 

within Tauranga Harbour (Thrush et al., 2021). The colour scale in (a) denotes the different M. liliana mortality rate (per 

time step) log formed in each trial; the colour scale in (b) denotes the different MPB mortality rates (per time step) log 

formed in each trial; the colour scale in (c) corresponds to the ‘variant’ number for MPB mortality across trials (see Table 

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, & 4.5); and the colour scale in (d) refers to the ‘trial’ number for M. liliana mortality rate across trials (see 

Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, & 4.5). 
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Table 4.10. Rapid biomass jumps for trials 28 to 31. Size of the jump and time taken to occur are evaluated and ranked from 

largest to smallest. 

Trial  Variant  

Value 1 

(g C m-2) 

Time 

Step 1 (t) 

Value 2 

(g C m-2) 

Time 

Step 2 (t) 

Difference 

(g C m-2) 

Percentage 

Change 

Difference 

(t) 

Rank 
(difference 

percentage) 

Rank 
(difference 

time step) 

28 2 0.741 170 0.349 1951 -0.392 -0.529 1781 1 5 

 
3 0.886 334168 0.533 338707 -0.353 -0.398 4539 3 2 

 
4 0.888 367649 0.527 372267 -0.361 -0.407 4618 2 1 

 
5 0.892 370615 0.805 374152 -0.087 -0.098 3537 4 3 

 
6 0.898 370741 0.894 372051 -0.004 -0.004 1310 13 7 

29 3 1.147 469 1.091 858 -0.056 -0.049 389 6 15 

 
3 1.091 3634 1.148 4777 0.057 0.052 1143 5 10 

 
3 1.163 72523 1.115 73630 -0.048 -0.041 1107 7 11 

 
4 1.166 107776 1.124 108271 -0.042 -0.036 495 8 14 

 
5 1.166 108986 1.124 109537 -0.042 -0.036 551 8 13 

 
6 1.168 108942 1.148 112320 -0.02 -0.017 3378 10 4 

30 3 1.194 637 1.189 1005 -0.005 -0.004 368 13 16 

 
3 1.187 3996 1.194 5222 0.007 0.006 1226 11 8 

 
3 1.194 63802 1.189 64061 -0.005 -0.004 259 13 17 

 
4 1.195 100922 1.19 101125 -0.005 -0.004 203 13 20 

 
4 1.195 102146 1.19 102330 -0.005 -0.004 184 13 23 

 
5 1.195 102153 1.19 102333 -0.005 -0.004 180 13 24 

 
6 1.196 102107 1.19 103287 -0.006 -0.005 1180 12 9 

31 2 1.199 584 1.197 769 -0.002 -0.002 185 18 22 

 
3 1.199 656 1.197 886 -0.002 -0.002 230 18 18 

 
3 1.197 3989 1.199 4705 0.002 0.002 716 18 12 

 
3 1.198 62917 1.197 63133 -0.001 -0.001 216 22 19 

 
4 1.198 100275 1.197 100462 -0.001 -0.001 187 22 21 

 
5 1.198 101557 1.197 101649 -0.001 -0.001 92 22 25 

  6 1.199 101068 1.197 102543 -0.002 -0.002 1475 18 6 
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Table 4.11. Double biomass jumps within trial 28. Size of the jump and time taken to occur are evaluated and ranked from largest to smallest. 

Trial  Variant  Value 1 

(g C m-2) 

Time 

Step 

1 (t) 

Value 2 

(g C m-2) 

Time 

Step 

2 (t) 

Difference (g 

C m-2) 

Percentage 

Change 

Difference 

(t) 

Value 3  

(g C m-2) 

Time 

Step 

3 (t) 

Difference (g 

C m-2) 

Percentage 

Change 

Difference 

(t) 

28 3 0.741 163 0.508 543 -0.233 -0.314 380 0.764 3391 0.256 0.50393701 2848 

 4 0.745 163 0.508 544 -0.237 -0.318 381 0.78 1470 0.272 0.53543307 926 
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4.6.2 Nutrients 

Following the addition of the DR value, Figure 4.24 (a) and (b) show that the system 

is losing nutrients, rather than continuing to increase with time, like previous trials. Nutrient 

conditions are nearly identical within Nmac and NMPB, further demonstrating the effectiveness 

of mixing in the model. Trials 29 to 31 show considerable overlap in results, with nutrients 

being removed from Nmac entirely (Figure 4.24 (a)) or NMPB dropping to low levels (Figure 

4.24 (b)) faster across each trial. Trial 28 variant five produced the largest Nmac value (4,260 

mmol N m-2) that also remain in the system the longest (373,431 timesteps), before reducing 

to zero. A very strong positive relationship exists between Mmac and Nmac (r = 1, p = 

<.00001). 

Trial 28 variant six has the largest NMPB value (4,293 mmol N m2) (Figure 4.24 (b)). 

NMPB remain above zero throughout all trials and variants; however, trial 28 variant six has 

NMPB levels that remain at the highest levels (>40 mmol N m-2). As MMPB decreases, we see 

nutrient levels reduce faster, but there is insufficient data to identify a relationship at the 95% 

confidence interval. However, we have identified a very strong positive relationship between 

Mmac and NMPB (r = 1, p = <.00001). Six of the largest rapid shifts in BMPB (Table 4.10 & 

4.11), in respect to a percentage increase or decrease in g C m-2, all occur in variations of trial 

28, where nutrients remain in the system for the longest period of time.  
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Figure 4.24. Timeseries plot of nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step for trials 28 to 31 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from black to copper (MATLAB’s ‘copper colormap’). 
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Figure 4.25. Timeseries plot of nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step for trials one to 31 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Data was used from trials one to 31, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; 

trials one to ten are plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to15 are plotted 

in colours progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), 18 to 26 are plotted in colours progressing from 

dark green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’), and 27 to 31 are plotted in colours progressing from black to copper 

(MATLAB’s ‘copper colormap’). 

 

 

4.6.3 Detritus 

Following the addition of the DR parameter, DMPB show a slight variation from that 

seen in previous trials (Figure 4.26 (a)). Dmac values range from 0.243 to 0.0319 g C m-2, and 

remain larger for a longer period of time. Values plateau as late as 176,329 timesteps, as 

opposed to 25,168 timesteps in earlier trials. Results overlap between trials, indicating no 

relationship between Dmac and the duration nutrients remain in the system. No significant 

relationship exists between Mmac and Dmac (r = .356, p = .489). Dmac continues to transition 

into nitrogen at a rapid rate, keeping Dmac values low throughout the majority of each trial.  

 DMPB from trials 28 to 31 range from 3.61 to 0.00481 g C m-2 (Figure 4.26 (b)) and 

show a similar trend to previous trials (Figure 4.27 (b)). A very strong relationship exists 
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between Mmac and the DMPB (r = .989, p = 0.000181). Rapid shifts in DMPB, alike that seen 

with BMPB (Figure 4.21 (b)), have occurred. Once again, the largest jumps in values occur in 

variations of trial 28, with rapid shifts in BMPB and DMPB values occurring almost 

simultaneously throughout trials (Table 4.12). From this, we can be sure that the model is 

appropriately transferring carbon between these two pools. 

 

Figure 4.26. Timeseries plot of detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for trials 28 to 31 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Trials 

are plotted along a colour scale progressing from black to copper (MATLAB’s ‘copper colormap’). 
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Figure 4.27. Timeseries plot of detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Data was used from 

trials one to 31, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; trials one to ten are 

plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to 15 are plotted in colours 

progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), 18 to 26 are plotted in colours progressing from dark 

green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’), and 27 to 31 are plotted in colours progressing from black to copper 

(MATLAB’s ‘copper colormap’). 
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Table 4.12. Rapid detritus jumps for trials 28 to 31. Size of the jump and time taken to occur are evaluated and ranked from 

largest to smallest. 

Trial  Variant  

Value 1 

(g C m-2) 

Time 

Step 1 (t) 

Value 2 

(g C m-2) 

Time 

Step 2 (t) 

Difference 

(g C m-2) 

Percentage 

Change 

Difference 

(t) 

Rank 
(difference 

percentage) 

Rank 
(difference 

time step) 

28 1 2.081 363 1.408 1934 -0.673 -0.3234022 1571 4 15 

 
2 2.084 365 1.404 2475 -0.68 -0.3262956 2110 3 8 

 
3 3.587 332843 2.141 339443 -1.446 -0.4031224 6600 2 1 

 
4 3.579 367509 2.111 373030 -1.468 -0.4101704 5521 1 2 

 
5 3.586 370642 3.231 374730 -0.355 -0.0989961 4088 5 3 

 6 3.605 370795 3.589 372377 -0.016 -0.0044383 1582 12 13 

29 3 0.438 3594 0.463 6241 0.025 0.05707763 2647 6 6 

 
3 0.467 72440 0.448 74142 -0.019 -0.0406852 1702 7 11 

 
4 0.469 107510 0.451 109002 -0.018 -0.0383795 1492 8 16 

 
5 0.469 108684 0.451 110735 -0.018 -0.0383795 2051 8 9 

 6 0.469 108761 0.461 112151 -0.008 -0.0170576 3390 10 4 

30 3 0.0477 3350 0.048 6223 0.0003 0.00628931 2873 11 5 

 
3 0.048 63108 0.0478 64832 -0.0002 -0.0041667 1724 13 10 

 
4 0.048 100558 0.0478 102131 -0.0002 -0.0041667 1573 13 14 

 
5 0.048 102032 0.0478 102873 -0.0002 -0.0041667 841 13 17 

 6 0.048 102052 0.0478 104386 -0.0002 -0.0041667 2334 13 7 

31 1 0.0048 4049 0.00481 5633 1E-05 0.00208333 1584 17 12 

  1 0.00481 62962 0.0048 63592 -1E-05 -0.002079 630 18 18 

 

Table 4.13. Comparison between rapid jumps in MPB biomass and detrital values (g C m-2). The difference in time between 

the biomass and detritus jumps and their difference in size is examined. Values are positive or negative to indicate the 

direction of time difference. 

Trial  Variant  

Difference at First Time 

Step (t) 

Difference at Second 

Time Step (t) Difference (%) 

28 2 195 524 0.20271926 

 
3 -1325 736 -0.0047025 

 
4 -140 763 -0.0036389 

 
5 27 578 -0.0014625 

 
6 54 326 1.6063E-05 

29 3 -40 1464 0.00483198 

 
3 -83 512 0.00058735 

 
4 -266 731 -0.0023589 

 
5 -302 1198 -0.0023589 

 
6 -181 -169 6.5718E-05 

30 3 -646 1001 0.00039209 

 
3 -694 771 2.0938E-05 

 
4 -364 1006 1.7434E-05 

 
5 -121 540 1.7434E-05 

  6 -55 1099 0.00085006 
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4.6.4 Key Findings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.7 Observations Following the Addition of DR – Trials 32 to 46 

Variant two was selected to represent the relationships seen in trials 32 to 46. 

Unfortunately, due to the structure of testing, sample sizes were too small to test (at the 95% 

confidence level) Mmac’s relationship between the biomass, nutrient, and detrital values. 

4.7.1 Biomass 

Bmac values across trials 32 to 46 range from 51.360 to 26.327 g C m-2 (Figure 4.28 

(a)), the smallest range across trials so far. Trials 32 to 46 have produced much more uniform 

results when compared to previous trials (Figure 4.29 (a) & 4.30). Bmac values across trials 

and variants congregate based upon Mmac values. Variant two across trials produced results 

closest to a Bmac seen in nature, ranging from 40.163 to 38.918 g C m-2 (Figure 4.30). Bmac 

continues to have a very strong negative relationship with MMPB (r = -1, p = <.00001), 

demonstrated by the progression from dark blue to green as biomass values decrease in 

Figure 4.28 (a). 

BMPB values range from 1.199 to 1.132 g C m-2 for trials 32 to 46 (Figure 4.28 (b)), 

also the smallest range across trials so far. Trials 32 to 46 no longer show any rapid changes 

in value, with all BMPB results siting above levels seen in nature (Figure 4.30). BMPB continues 

to have a very strong negative relationship with MMPB (r = -1, p = <.00001). 

 

• Following the addition of DR, biomass values across both species become closer 

to those measured in nature. 

• No significant relationship existed between Mmac and Bmac, BMPB (trials 29-31), or 

Dmac. 

• Very strong positive relationship existed between Mmac and BMPB in trial 28. 

• Rapid shifts occur in BMPB and DMPB values with time, decreasing in size as trial 

number increases. Possible detection of regime shift. 

• Nutrients are removed from the system more quickly as MMPB increases. 

• The size of the rapid shifts in BMPB and DMPB decrease when nutrients are removed 

from system more quickly (through DR). 

• Jumps in BMPB and DMPB occur in near unison across trials. 
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Figure 4.28. Timeseries plot of biomass values (g C m-2) per time step for trials 32 to 46 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from dark blue to green (MATLAB’s ‘winter colormap’). 
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Figure 4.29. Timeseries plot of biomass values (g C m-2) per time step for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Data was used from 

trials one to 46, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; trials one to ten are 

plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to 15 are plotted in colours 

progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), 18 to 27 are plotted in colours progressing from dark 

green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’), 28 to 31 are plotted in colours progressing from black to copper 

(MATLAB’s ‘copper colormap’), and 32 to 46 are plotted in colours progressing from dark blue to green (MATLAB’s 

‘winter colormap’). 
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Figure 4.30. Scatter graphs demonstrating the biomass of M. liliana and MPB at the conclusion of each trial (excluding trial 

16 & 17) from trials one to 46. The vertical red line illustrates an average MPB biomass (1.056 g C m-2) within Tauranga 

Harbour (Flowers et al., in review) and the horizontal blue line illustrates an average M. liliana biomass (41.768 g C m-2) 

found within Tauranga Harbour (Thrush et al., 2021). The colour scale in (a) denotes the different M. liliana mortality rate 

(per time step) log formed in each trial; the colour scale in (b) denotes the different MPB mortality rates (per time step) log 

formed in each trial; the colour scale in (c) corresponds to the ‘variant’ number for MPB mortality across trials (see Table 

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, & 4.6); and the colour scale in (d) refers to the ‘trial’ number for M. liliana mortality rate across trials 

(see Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, & 4.6). 

 

 

4.7.2 Nutrients 

 Nmac in trials 32 to 46 (Figure 4.31 (a)) vary considerably from trials 28 to 31 (Figure 

4.24 (a)). Nmac values are highest at their initial value of 49.099 mmol N m-2 and immediately 

reduce to low levels for the remainder of the trial. Nmac values range from 0.618 to zero mmol 

N m-2, with no significant relationship existing with MMPB (r = -.434, p = .106). 

 NMPB in trials 32 to 46 (Figure 4.31 (b)) show notable change from trials 28 to 31 

(Figure 4.24 (b)). Nutrient levels peak at their initial value of 49.04 mmol N m-2, immediately 

reducing to low levels (opposed to peaking at over 4,000 mmol N m2 as seen in trial 28). 
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NMPB values remain above zero across all variants in trials 32 to 46, ranging from 0.849 to 

0.00396 mmol N m-2. There is a moderate negative relationship between MMPB and NMPB (r = 

-.522, p = .0459). Despite this result being significant at the 95% confidence interval, the 

relationship is not strong enough to conclude that MMPB has an effect on NMPB. 

 

Figure 4.31. Timeseries plot of nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step for trials 32 to 46 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Trials are plotted along a colour scale progressing from dark blue to green (MATLAB’s ‘winter colormap’). 
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Figure 4.32. Timeseries plot of nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step for trials one to 46 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). 

Data was used from trials one to 31, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; 

trials one to ten are plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to15 are plotted 

in colours progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), 18 to 27 are plotted in colours progressing from 

dark green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’), 28 to 31 are plotted in colours progressing from black to copper 

(MATLAB’s ‘copper colormap’), and 32 to 46 are plotted in colours progressing from dark blue to green (MATLAB’s 

‘winter colormap’). 

 

 

4.7.3 Detritus 

Unlike previously seen, Dmac do not spike in early the early stages of trials 32 to 46, 

but sit at low levels throughout the trials’ length (Figure 4.33 (a)). Dmac values range from 

0.154 to 0.0707 g C m-2, and group together based on the Mmac value. The same pattern as 

biomass values in trials 32 to 46 (Figure 4.28) can be seen in Figure 4.33 (a); however, with a 

much smaller spread. A very strong negative relationship exists between Dmac values and 

MMPB (r = -1, p = <.00001). 

 DMPB also remain very low throughout trials 32 to 46 (Figure 4.33 (b)), when 

compared to previous trials. DMPB values range from 0.409 to 0.000481 g C m-2, and rapid 
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jumps in value are no longer seen. DMPB values increase as the trials progress, showing a very 

strong positive relationship with MMPB (r = .99, p = <.00001). 

 

Figure 4.33. Timeseries plot of detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for trials 32 to 46 for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Trials 

are plotted along a colour scale progressing from dark blue to green (MATLAB’s ‘winter colormap’). 
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Figure 4.34. Timeseries plot of detrital values (g C m-2) per time step for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Data was used from 

trials one to 46, excluding trials 16 & 17 due to errors. Trials are plotted along several colour scales; trials one to ten are 

plotted in colours progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’), 11 to 15 are plotted in colours 

progressing from red to yellow (MATLAB’s ‘autumn colormap’), 18 to 27 are plotted in colours progressing from dark 

green to lime (MATLAB’s ‘summer colormap’), 28 to 31 are plotted in colours progressing from black to copper 

(MATLAB’s ‘copper colormap’), and 32 to 46 are plotted in colours progressing from dark blue to green (MATLAB’s 

‘winter colormap’). 

 

 

4.7.4 Key findings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Smallest range of biomass values seen across all trials. 

• Bmac results across all trials close to that seen in nature. 

• Very strong relationships exist between MMPB and BMPB, Bmac, Dmac, and DMPB. 

• MMPB has no significant relationship with Nmac, but a moderately negative 

relationship with NMPB. Can’t confirm NMPB impacts water column nutrients. 

• DMPB values one order of magnitude smaller in trials 32 to 46, compared to all 

previous trials. 
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4.8 Preliminary Results of the Model 

 We identified Bmac and BMPB results from trial 46 variant two (see Table 4.6 for 

mortality values) to be the most reflective of biomass values observed in nature. Values from 

testing were 38.91 and 1.132 g C m-2 for M. liliana and MPB respectively, a difference from 

nature of +2.85 and -0.076 g C m-2. We tested the model’s reaction to three external forcing 

factors that an estuary is likely to encounter: turbidity, sediment mud content, and external 

nutrient loading. The initial boundary conditions of our three dynamic variables were set to 

the values produced at the end of trial 46 variant two. Mortality rates were also taken from 

this trial and variant.  

4.9 The Model’s Reaction to Changing Turbidity 

 Turbidity was altered within the model by adjusting light attenuation, or the kd 

parameter (Table 4.7) (see Section 3.4). The more turbid an environment, the higher the value 

of kd, as light cannot penetrate through the sediment particles floating in the water column. 

The light availability at the bed does vary with water depth variations caused by our long 

period variations in water depth.  

4.9.1 Biomass 

 There is a wide spread in Bmac values (Figure 4.35 (a)), ranging from 38.86 to 12.22 g 

C m-2. As kd increases throughout trials, Bmac decreases, demonstrating a very strong negative 

relationship between the two variables (r = -.981, p = <.00001).  

 The variation of kd has created the largest oscillations of BMPB we have seen thus far. 

BMPB values have a range of 0.97 g C m-2, with the largest oscillations in values occurring 

when kd is set between 1.4 and 2.4 m (Figure 4.35 (b)). There is a very strong negative 

relationship between kd and BMPB (r = -.961, p = <.00001).  
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Figure 4.35. Timeseries plots of light variation trials one to 19 (excluding trials one, three, five, and seven due to errors). 

Biomass values (g C m-2) per time step are plotted for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Results are plotted along a colour scale 

progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’). 

 

 

4.9.2 Nutrients 

 Nmac values sit at zero throughout all light variation trials, removed by M. liliana 

pumping behaviour (Figure 4.36 (a)). Therefore, no inference can be made on a relationship 

between kd and Nmac. 

 NMPB values immediately drop to low levels, where they remain throughout all 

turbidity trials, increasing slightly as trials progress (Figure 4.37 (b)). NMPB levels range from 

0.00426 to 0.00566 mmol N m-2, showing a strong positive relationship with kd (r = .773, p 

= .00073). This makes sense given the negative relationship with BMPB and kd (see Section 

4.9.1), as less MPB are available to consume and remove nutrients from the system. 
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Figure 4.36. Timeseries plot of light variation trials one to 19 (excluding trials one, three, five, and seven due to errors). 

Nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step are plotted for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Results are plotted along a colour 

scale progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’). 

 

 

4.9.3 Detritus 

 Dmac (Figure 4.37 (a)) has a similar spread to Bmac (Figure 4.35 (a)) in values, 

although, on a much smaller scale. Dmac across all kd trials quickly drops from its initial value 

to 0.0924 g C m-2 within 7,348 time steps, before it follows the pattern of Bmac. Dmac has a 

range of 0.076 g C m-2. There is a very strong negative relationship between Dmac and kd (r = 

-.984, p = <.00001). 

 DMPB (Figure 4.37 (b)) also follows the same pattern as BMPB (Figure 4.35 (b)), with 

large oscillations in value occurring throughout kd trials. The largest oscillations are seen 

when kd has a value between 1.4 and 2.4. DMPB has a range of 0.345 g C m-2, and has a very 

strong negative relationship with kd (r = -.962, p = <.00001). 
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Figure 4.37. Timeseries plots of light variation trials one to 19 (excluding trials one, three, five, and seven due to errors). 

Detrital values (g C m-2) per time step are plotted for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Results are plotted along a colour scale 

progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’). 

 

 

4.9.4 Key Findings 

 

 

 

 

 

  

• A very strong negative relationship exists between kd and Bmac, BMPB, Dmac, and DMPB 

• The earlier assumption that the system is light limited, as opposed to nutrient limited, 

proven by the negative relationship between kd and BMPB 

• Variations of kd have caused the largest oscillations in BMPB and DMPB 

(proportionately) throughout all model testing 
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4.10 The Model’s Reaction to Increasing Sediment Mud Content  

 Sediment mud content (Mc) was increased by 0.1 as trials (Table 4.8). Kmac decreases 

as Mc increases (see Equation 10), causing both Bmac and Dmac values to drop; however, we 

were unsure how altering this variable would impact our other dynamic variables.  

4.10.1 Biomass 

 Bmac has a range of 37.51 g C m-2, showing a clear decrease as Mc increases (Figure 

4.38 (a)). The difference in Bmac values between trials becomes greater as trials progress from 

one through seven. The large drop in Bmac values in the latter trials is not surprising, but 

rather demonstrates that the model is behaving appropriately (see Kmac section 3.5). A very 

strong negative relationship exists between Bmac and Mc throughout trials one through ten (r = 

-.937, p =.000065). This relationship still exists (r = -.911, p = .00444) when trials eight to 

ten are removed from statistical analysis, as to the model restricts Kmac to 1 g C m-2 once Mc 

reaches 0.8, artificially altering results. 

 BMPB changes minimally with Mc, increasing by only 0.001 g C m-2 from trial one to 

ten (figure 4.38 (b)) – the smallest range of BMPB across all model testing. However, a very 

strong positive relationship between these variables exists (r = .924, p = .000133). This 

relationship also continues to exist following the removal of trials eight to ten from analysis 

(r = .859, p = .0133). The relationship likely exists due to the reduction in Gmacgraz caused by 

increasing Mc values reducing Bmac. Trials eight through ten demonstrate a sharp increase in 

BMPB from boundary conditions to KMPB (within 144 time steps), before BMPB rapidly drops to 

1.16 g C m-2 (by 40,323 time steps). From here, BMPB begins to stabilise, then rapidly drops 

again to 1.12 g C m-2 by 175,691 timesteps, before the species’ biomass resumes its regular 

oscillation pattern.  
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Figure 4.38. Timeseries plots of sediment mud content trials one to ten. Biomass values (g C m-2) per time step are plotted 

for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Results are plotted along a colour scale progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool 

colormap’). 

 

 

4.10.2 Nutrients 

 Nmac values were zero at the end of all sediment mud content trials, meaning no 

inference can be made on the relationship between Nmac and Mc. For a short period, nutrient 

values increase 15 fold in trials eight to ten (figure 4.39). This is likely due to a combination 

of an initial sharp increase in BMPB supplementing the nutrient pool present through decay 

(see Equation 18), the reduced grazing potential of MPB by M. liliana, and the mixing 

coefficient maintaining equilibrium between the nutrient pools. The drop in nutrient values 

(timestep 34,963) in these latter trials occur almost simultaneously to the first drop in BMPB 

and DMPB (see 4.10.1 and 4.10.3). Nutrients are then removed from the system through DR. 

NMPB values have a range of 0.0665 mmol N m-2 and have a very strong positive relationship 

with Mc (r = .8, p = .00544). 
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Figure 4.39. Timeseries plots of sediment mud content trials one to ten. Nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per time step are 

plotted for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Results are plotted along a colour scale progressing from blue to magenta 

(MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’). 

 

 

4.10.3 Detritus 

 Dmac (figure 4.40 (a)) follow a similar pattern to Bmac (figure 4.38 (a)), only differing 

in the beginning where Dmac rapidly decrease from initial boundary conditions, before 

stabilising. Dmac values in trials one to ten have a range of 0.106 g C m-2 and have a very 

strong negative relationship with Mc (r = -.937, p = .000065). The r-value and p-value for this 

relationship is identical to the relationship between Bmac and Mc (see 4.10.1). Further 

similarities can be made to Bmac results when trials eight to ten are removed from statistical 

analysis for Dmac and Mc (r = -.911, p = .00432). 

 Alike BMPB, DMPB in trials one to ten have the smallest range throughout all model 

testing (0.0004 g C m-2). A very strong positive relationship exists between DMPB and Mc (r 

= .942, p = .000047). The unusual variations in value across trials eight to ten (Figure 4.40 

(b)) reflect the species’ biomass response (see 4.10.1). 
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Figure 4.40. Timeseries plots of sediment mud content trials one to ten. Detrital values (g C m-2) per time step are plotted for 

M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Results are plotted along a colour scale progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool 

colormap’). 

 

 

4.10.4 Key Findings 

 

 

 

 

 

  

- Mc strongly negatively effects the size of Bmac and Dmac, while increasing the 

value of the remaining dynamic variables. 

- The sharp decline in nutrient values coincide with rapid shifts in BMPB and DMPB. 

- Trials eight to ten show the system reacting to a possible regime shift, following 

the large reduction in Bmac due to Mc. 
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4.11 The Model’s Reaction to a Single External Nutrient Loading 

Event 

 External nutrient input was altered by increasing the initial external nutrient (IN) 

levels (mmol N m-2) by one order of magnitude per trial (Table 4.9). Six trials were 

conducted, with the model crashing on a seventh due to the amount of nutrients being too 

large.  

4.11.1 Biomass 

 Bmac values increase from trials one to five, before decreasing by more than 40% from 

trial five to six (Figure 4.41 (a)). Bmac has a range of 15.93 g C m-2. In trial six, Bmac responds 

sharply to external nutrient loading, falling from boundary conditions to 0.281 g C m-2, 

before the population slowly recovers to 22.52 g C m-2 by the end of the trial. These results 

are promising, as they demonstrate M. liliana’s recovery pattern following a significant 

nutrient loading event. A very strong negative relationship exists between Bmac and IN (r = 

-.993, p = .000073). 

 BMPB follows a similar pattern to Bmac. It has a range of 0.0402 g C m-2, going on an 

upward trend throughout trials until trial six, where it decreases (Figure 4.41 (b)). However, 

BMPB in trial six remains larger than several earlier trials, only dropping below values seen in 

trials four and five. BMPB in trial six experiences a sharp increase from initial values to KMPB 

(within 102 time steps), followed by a steep drop to 1.16 g C m-2. The sharp decline of both 

Bmac and BMPB occur simultaneously, reaching their lowest points between 20,000-25,000 

time steps. No significant relationship exists between BMPB and IN (r = .251, p = .631). 
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Figure 4.41. Timeseries plots of external nutrient loading trials one to six. Biomass values (g C m-2) per time step are plotted 

for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Results are plotted along a colour scale progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool 

colormap’). 

 

 

4.11.2 Nutrients 

 Figure 4.42 was log transformed so that the results from all six trials could be 

examined. The scale that IN increases throughout trials (Table 4.9) produced results too large 

to fit on a regular timeseries plot..    

 Nmac reduce to zero throughout all six trials (Figure 4.42 (a)), meaning no inference 

can be made on the relationship with IN. However, it is clear that nutrients remain in this 

layer longer as trials progress, before their removal by the DR parameter. 

 NMPB follow a similar trend to Nmac, except levels do not reach zero (Figure 4.42 (b). 

NMPB has a range of 4.448e-4 g C m-2, and surprisingly has a very strong negative relationship 

with IN (r = -.996, p = .000023). This is likely due to the reduced Bmac values, as less M. 

liliana are contributing to the pumping of nutrients from within the sediment to the sediment 

surface. Therefore, nutrients are being sourced from the water column, until DR removes the 
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nutrients from the system following the external loading. As Bmac begins to increase, more 

nutrients will be pumped to the sediment surface to maintain BMPB. 

 

Figure 4.42. Log transformed timeseries plots of external nutrient loading trials one to six. Nutrient values (mmol N m-2) per 

timestep are plotted for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Results are plotted along a colour scale progressing from blue to 

magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool colormap’). 

 

 

4.11.3 Detritus 

 Figure 4.43 (a) demonstrates Dmac values following a similar pattern to Bmac (Figure 

4.41 (a)) (see Section 4.11.1 for analysis). Dmac has a very strong negative relationship with 

IN (r -.994, p = .000069), which is nearly identical to that of Bmac and IN (see Section 4.11.1) 

Dmac has a range of 0.0453 g C m-2. 

DMPB (Figure 4.43 (b)) is also very similar to BMPB (see Section 4.11.1 for analysis), having 

no significant relationship with IN (r = .251 p = .631). DMPB has a range of 0.0201 g C m-2. 
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Figure 4.43. Timeseries plots of external nutrient loading trials one to six. Detrital values (g C m-2) per time step are plotted 

for M. liliana (a) and MPB (b). Results are plotted along a colour scale progressing from blue to magenta (MATLAB’s ‘cool 

colormap’). 

 

 

4.11.4 Key Findings 

 

 

  

- Very strong negative relationships exist between IN and Bmac, NMPB, and Dmac. 

- Increasing IN does not result in a MPB bloom until 100,000 mmol N m-2 is added 

to the system. This bloom is not sustained, despite nutrient levels remaining 

comparatively high throughout the trial. 

- No significant relationship exists between IN and BMPB, Nmac, and DMPB. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion 

5.1 Successful Modelling of Interactions Between Three 

Dynamic Variables 

 We were able to successfully create a dynamic model that can accurately synthesise 

basic ecological relationships within benthic estuarine communities. Following over 260 

mortality variation trials, we identified model conditions that produced M. liliana and MPB 

biomasses (Bmac and BMPB respectively) that most accurately reflected values seen in nature. 

Throughout the testing phase, we were able to identify and plot the interactions and 

relationships between our three dynamic variables, with these interactions becoming more 

representative of the real world as trials progressed. Our intention for this model was for it to 

be used within estuarine management, particularly in the scope of tipping points, which we 

believe our model has identified during testing. We will discuss these occurrences, the 

observed relationships, and any interesting events within the model below. 

5.1.1 Relationships Observed During Model Testing 

 Throughout our mortality testing, we identified numerous relationships of varying 

strength between the model’s three dynamic variables. In this section, we discuss the 

evolution of these relationships throughout the mortality testing trials. When reading this 

section, please consider that the mortality parameter was coded to exclusively update the 

biomass and detritus of its assigned species. This means we have not manufactured the 

coupling behaviour identified in our results and can be confident that our model is accurate in 

its simulation of these behaviours. 

 According to the literature (see Sections 2.2 to 2.5), our finalised model behaved 

appropriately. Several notable findings were identified throughout the mortality trails: 1) 

MPB’s mortality rate (MMPB) was initially more important than M. liliana’s (Mmac) for 

altering conditions within the system; 2) the consumption of MPB by M. liliana (Gmacgraz) had 

less effect than expected on BMPB; and 3) Bmac values were much less stable than BMPB. 

The first finding was surprising, as we believed that key ecosystem functions 

performed by M. liliana would be more important in determining available nutrients than the 
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MPB population. For example, we thought that the recycling of nutrients into the water 

column by M. liliana (Ehrenhauss et al., 2004; Volkenborn et al., 2012; Woodin et al., 2012) 

would be increased as the smaller Mmac values allowed for a greater Bmac, making Mmac an 

imperative variable regarding nutrient concentrations. However, MMPB’s initial control of the 

system was so dominant, that throughout trials 11 to 15 the influence of MPB’s mortality rate 

on Bmac was stronger than M. liliana’s. In line with our initial assumptions, these findings 

changed as trials progressed, as the relationships Mmac shared with other variables became 

considerably stronger at the 95% confidence interval. We attribute this change to Mmac 

becoming reflective of rates seen in nature and to the addition of the denitrification (DR) 

parameter, both of which enabled the formation of appropriate relationships seen in estuaries.  

On the surface, the second finding is consistent with the literature; the positive 

relationship between BMPB and Bmac seen in nature is sustained by M. liliana’s pumping 

behaviour having a greater influence on BMPB than grazing (Thrush et al., 2006). If grazing 

control over BMPB was more prominent (as we had expected), our results would have shown 

considerable variations in BMPB coinciding with the amount of M. liliana available to graze. 

The same should be true for BMPB and M. liliana’s pumping behaviour; a larger Bmac 

generates more pore-water advection from the sediment to the water column, bringing with it 

more nutrients to fuel BMPB growth. Figure 4.28 demonstrates a large disparity in Bmac values, 

with very little change in BMPB (see Section 4.7.1). Due to the structure of the latter stage of 

testing, there was insufficient data to test the relationship between Mmac and BMPB, which may 

have clarified this concern. Therefore, can we be sure that our model is demonstrating the 

relationship seen in Thrush et al. (2006)? It is likely that we created a system that is not 

nutrient limited and enables BMPB to sustain itself independently from M. liliana (due to 

MPB’s ability to source nutrients from the water column), meaning the relationship identified 

in Thrush et al. (2006) is not imperative for the growth of BMPB. This is consistent with a 

plethora of studies demonstrating MPB’s nutrient uptake from sources outside M. liliana 

(e.g., Sundbäck & Granéli, 1988; Ni Longphuirt et al., 2009; Brito et al., 2010; Brito et al., 

2012), and that M. liliana’s pumping behaviour and excretion enhance available nutrients for 

MPB, but are not the only source (Wilcock et al., 1993; Thrush et al., 2006). 

 Compared to Bmac, BMPB was much more stable throughout the mortality trails. Within 

sets of trials (e.g. trials 1-10, 11-15, etc) BMPB results varied little from each other, while Bmac 

results had a much larger range. BMPB results would oscillate beneath the species’ carrying 

capacity (K), a pattern that would continue until the end of trial. Alternatively, Bmac values 
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continued on an upward or downward trend at the end of the trial, until trial 28. From there, 

Bmac began to stabilise and remain relatively constant for the remainder of the trial. Again, we 

attribute this change to Mmac becoming more reflective of natural values and the addition of 

DR. Before the addition of DR, nutrients in the system were reaching levels toxic to M. 

liliana, reducing their carrying capacity and lowering their biomass. Once this issue was 

resolved Bmac was able to remain constant, as nutrients were removed from the system before 

toxic levels could be reached. MPB did not share the same concern, as their growth was only 

hindered when nutrients became limited within the system, not when in excess. 

5.1.2 Possible Tipping Point Events 

During mortality rate testing, trials 28 through 31 experienced rapid shifts in BMPB and 

MPB detrital values (DMPB). Variants of trial 28 experienced the largest shifts (see Section 

4.6.1). Additionally, during sediment mud content (Mc) testing, trials eight through ten also 

experienced rapid shifts in BMPB values. In this section, we will discuss our model’s ability to 

identify ecosystem tipping points, with reference to variants of trial 28 from the mortality rate 

testing and trials eight to ten from Mc testing. Despite the mortality testing trials not 

experiencing the external forcing that regularly coincides with tipping points (see Section 

2.8), a change in mortality rates can simulate the response of our chosen species to these 

forces. Therefore, the response of BMPB within the Mc trials is a more accurate representation 

of what would be seen in nature. However, we can still look at BMPB’s response in the 

mortality testing trials to better recognise the model’s reaction to a tipping point.  

Firstly, we must consider the efficacy of our model in predicting ecosystem tipping 

points. Recommendations within the literature outline the standards monitoring programmes 

must meet to accurately predict regime shifts (Hewitt & Thrush, 2019). Judging our model 

against these guidelines would diminish its efficacy in predicting tipping points, as its design 

does not align with real world estuarine monitoring programmes with large historic data sets. 

Our design models future outcomes based upon present day values, rather than using years of 

repetitive data to track change and make predictive inferences. Therefore, it is more suitable 

to judge our model’s ability based upon the model’s design, rather than its applicability to 

estuarine monitoring programme guidelines. 

There are many ways that a model such as ours can become more accurate in 

predicting tipping points. The literature agrees that creating a multivariate timeseries by 

monitoring the response of more than one species in the community, adding spatial data, and 

programming a long-term horizon is imperative for increasing a model’s prediction efficiency 
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(Dakos et al., 2011; Hewitt & Thrush, 2019; Muthukrishnan et al., 2022). Increasing the 

number of components in the system will improve the model’s efficacy in predicting tipping 

points and allow for insights into the pattern of transition between states (Muthukrishnan et 

al., 2022). Bestelmeyer et al. (2011) emphasise the importance of environmental context, 

meaning constructing a model that fits the spatial and biogeochemical context of the chosen 

location as accurately as possible. Ultimately, a model’s capacity to make worthwhile 

insights into a system’s response to drivers is determined by its ability to incorporate broad 

and rich datasets. 

Under the framework of the above guidelines, our model’s design is adequate for 

making predictions of ecosystem tipping points. Although, it may be more appropriate for 

recognising the signals identifying tipping points, rather than the whole ecosystem response 

when a system goes through a tipping point. Possible early warning signals may be a change 

in variance closer to lower frequencies, slower restore rates after disturbance, and larger 

fluctuations in the dynamics of key ecosystem variables (Carpenter et al., 2007). Our results 

demonstrate a clear and abrupt change in BMPB in response to variations in mortality rate and 

Mc, which coincides with two of the three early warning signals outlined above. As the 

expected dramatic reactions that characterise tipping points are not always correlated to 

sudden changes in environmental drivers (Hewitt & Thrush, 2019), it is likely that this 

sudden deviation in biomass is an identifying signal of a tipping point. This finding is further 

corroborated by what we know of MPB’s response to external forcing (see Sections 2.3, 2.4, 

& 2.5). Therefore, we can be confident that this model has achieved our primary objective of 

this thesis and is appropriate for use in current or future estuarine monitoring programmes. 

The latter will be particularly true should the recommended additions to the model be 

implemented in future (see Section 5.3).  

5.2 Preliminary Results of External Forcing Tests 

5.2.1 Turbidity 

 Our turbidity trials were conducted over a large range of light attenuation (Kd) values, 

ranging from 0.2 to 3.0m and increasing in 0.2m increments. To maintain simplicity, our 

model has been designed to operate at a constant light attenuation (Kd) value based on an 

average reading over 24 hours.  

Suspended particles, such as mud or pollutants, are delivered from catchments 

through freshwater inputs into estuaries, making waters turbid (Cussioli et al., 2019). This 
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process is especially prominent where soil is exposed and following high rainfall or flood 

events (Swales et al., 2003; Hancock & Hewitt, 2004). Turbid waters limit light penetration 

(increase light attenuation) (Dennison, 1987), reducing the photosynthetic potential for, and 

productivity of, organisms such as MPB. Consequences of decreasing primary production are 

detrimental to ecosystem health, such as reducing macrofaunal diversity (Morris & Keough, 

2003) and intensifying the efflux of dissolved inorganic nitrogen from sediments (Pratt et al., 

2014). A positive feedback loop is created, where turbidity and tidal state dictate MPB’s 

ability to consume the increased nutrients from sediment (Meyercordt & Meyer-Reil, 1999; 

Hillebrand et al., 2000; Stutes et al., 2006), meaning turbid waters can cause nutrient levels 

within estuaries to remain larger for longer. Furthermore, turbid waters inhibit the 

biostabilisation of sediments by MPB, facilitating greater turbidity through sediment 

resuspension (Pivato et al., 2018b). Despite dwelling beneath the sediment surface, 

suspended sediment can be ingested by M. liliana, creating a higher energy demand during 

feeding, and reducing the energy remaining for reproduction, growth, and maintaining 

healthy weight (Hancock & Hewitt, 2004). 

As Kd was increased in our turbidity trials the system became light limited, reducing 

MPB’s growth rate (GMPB) and biomass. M. liliana also decreased in biomass, but this was 

likely in response to the reduction of their food source, as their growth is not directly 

dependent on light availability. Our model further imitated an estuary’s response to 

increasing turbidity, as there was a strong positive relationship between nutrients in the water 

column and the Kd value. This is reflective of the literature (Meyercordt & Meyer-Reil, 1999; 

Hillebrand et al., 2000; Stutes et al., 2006; Pratt et al., 2014), demonstrating how a reduction 

in MPB’s productivity increases nutrient concentrations. Additionally, our results align with 

other findings that show how light, rather than nutrient, availability is more important for the 

productivity of MPB (Mangan et al. 2020) and confirms our assumption that our system is 

light limited, not nutrient limited. Our results further coincide with a study of a similar nature, 

where Pivato et al. (2018b) applied a 1-D surface energy balance model to the prior analysis 

of a shallow tidal flat within the Venice Lagoon (Pivato et al., 2018a). The authors identified 

that clear water conditions supported the growth of MPB, with light availability at the bottom 

being the limiting factor for primary productivity. They also found that turbidity and water 

depth determined the recovery potential following disturbance, as light limitation on bottom 

sediments prevented sufficient growth rates from occurring. While we did not expose our 

system to disturbances other than increasing light attenuation in our Kd trials, our results 
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show that BMPB is does not return to original values following an increase in turbidity. 

Similarly, to results in Mangan et al. (2020), our results demonstrate that increasing 

suspended particulate matter in estuaries creates a loss in ecosystem function, reducing its 

resistance to additional stressors (Gammal et al., 2022). Therefore, our model shows the 

pattern in which MPB and M. liliana populations will respond to fluctuations in turbidity, 

information that would be useful in future management planning and practice. 

5.2.2 Sediment Mud Content 

 Sediment mud content (Mc) was incorporated within the model as a proportion of total 

sediment composition. M. liliana’s carrying capacity (Kmac) was controlled by the Mc value 

(see Equation 10), meaning Bmac (and its coupled variables) were influenced by changing Mc. 

We tested the system’s response to increasing Mc across ten trials, with Mc increasing by 10% 

in each subsequent trial, and discuss the results below. 

 Mc increases within estuarine environments through sedimentation, a process 

occurring due to the tides and surface run off from the catchment (Thrush et al., 2004). 

Increasing Mc is regularly associated with the modification of benthic community 

composition, increased nutrient availability, and the reduction of ecosystem functioning 

(Lovelock et al., 2007; Pratt et al., 2013) (for an in-depth analysis on sedimentation and the 

biogeochemical effects of mud within estuaries, please refer to Sections 2.1 & 2.4). The 

settlement of MPB, their biomass, and their assemblage diversity is predominantly controlled 

by tidal exposure and sediment composition (Jesus et al., 2009). Sheltered, muddy 

environments support a larger biomass than high energy, sandy areas (Cadée & Hegeman, 

1977; Tett, 1981; Sundbäck et al., 1991), with MPB facilitating seasonal mud accumulation 

during their growth (Brückner et al., 2020). However, MPB are likely restricted to where 

oxygen is still present in the upper millimetres of muddy sediment (Brotas & Serôdio, 1995; 

Macintyre et al., 1996). Conversely, in high energy, sandy environments MPB penetrate 

deeper into sediment and are also more diverse in their assemblage (supporting up to three 

MPB groups, as opposed to only one in muddy substrate) (Fenchel & Straarup, 1971; 

Fielding et al., 1988; Jesus et al., 2009). These differences are likely in response to the 

variation in sediment light attenuation, as the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) light 

field permeates deeper into sandy sediment (Kühl & Jorgensen, 1994; Jesus et al., 2009). 

MPB dwelling in sandy sediments also exhibit seasonal fluctuations in taxonomical groups 

and biomass, indicating that these environments are more stable than their muddy 

counterparts (Jesus et al., 2009). Mc can have considerable consequences on M. liliana 
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populations also, as the species’ biomass has been known to decrease with increasing Mc 

(Thrush et al., 2003; Anderson, 2008; Pratt et al., 2013).  

Unsurprisingly, our results show that as Mc increases, Bmac and M. liliana detrital 

values (Dmac) decrease. This occurs at a steady rate throughout trials until (as coded) Kmac is 

reduced to 1 g C m-2, demonstrating the negative relationship Bmac has with increasing Mc that 

is seen in the literature. Interestingly, BMPB, MPB detritus (DMPB), and total nutrients within 

the system (N) increase as Mc increases. As the response of these variables to Mc were not 

coded into the model, our results highlight the coupled behaviour between our dynamic 

variables. Most notably, BMPB and N sharply increase in trials eight through ten, coinciding 

with Bmac being below 1 g C m-2. There are several explanations for this effect. Firstly, 

grazing pressure upon MPB (Gmacgraz) has been considerably reduced when Bmac values drop 

by more than 95% between trial seven and eight, allowing BMPB to increase unregulated. 

Secondly, nutrients are not being used for M. liliana growth (Gmac), due to a low Kmac value 

and reduced Gmacgraz. Thirdly, remaining N within the system is mixed between the water 

column and sediment layer to maintain equilibrium, enabling enlarged N values within both 

layers. Finally, MPB can access these excess nutrients and maintain their population at their 

carrying capacity (K) before the denitrification coefficient removes nutrients from the system. 

When exploring the relationship between BMPB and N across trials eight to ten, we found that 

BMPB stabilises after its initial sharp decrease from K (1.2 g C m-2) approximately 5,000 

timesteps after N begins its decline (Figure 4.38 (b) & Figure 4.39). Moreover, the second 

sharp decline of BMPB occurs nearly simultaneously (less than 1,000 timesteps apart) with N 

values bottoming out. Here, it is possible that we are seeing the system return past the 

threshold of a tipping point, as both N and BMPB return to values seen in ‘healthier’, low Mc 

trials. Unfortunately, the simple design of our model that has allowed us to identify this 

coupling behaviour now becomes a barrier in predicting tipping points. In natural 

environments, Mc influences many other facets of estuaries, and it is unlikely that BMPB and N 

would behave exactly in this manor (see Sections 2.1, 2.4, & 5.2.1). However, our results are 

like other studies; documented in Thrush et al. (2005), increasing Mc can exacerbate other 

stressors within estuaries. This means that the response of one variable can be in direct 

consequence to increasing Mc or the impacts it has upon other variables. Therefore, to 

accurately extrapolate upon Mc’s effect on benthic communities, it is imperative that models 

predicting these species-environment interactions include natural history information of the 

estuary, varying spatial distributions, and test the relationships between variables (Thrush et 
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al., 2005) – something that we can confidently say our model has achieved. For this reason, 

the coupling behaviour we have identified within our model is still important information that 

can be used in the future planning and implementation of management strategies.  

5.2.3 External Nutrient Loading Event 

 Our model was designed to operate through an internal nutrient loading (INL) 

process, with the full amount of nutrients being present in the system at the beginning of 

trials. We tested our system’s response to six variations of initial external nutrient (IN) levels, 

with the volume of nutrients increasing with each subsequent trial.  

INL is the release of nutrients from sediments, either through the rapid process of 

mineralisation (denitrification) of labile organic material on the sediment surface or a slow, 

continual release of mineralised material buried at depth (Valdemarsen et al., 2015). ENL is 

the deposition of nutrients into an estuarine system from sources outside of the water body 

(see section 2.1). External nutrients will increase the total nutrient content of the system, and 

go on to join the INL cycle once deposited on the seafloor. Nutrients can be released from 

sediments when they are resuspended by wave and current activity (Niemistö & Lund-

Hansen, 2019), which has been shown to as much as double mineralisation rates under the 

right conditions (Ståhlberg et al., 2006). INL is fundamental in sustaining high biological 

activity within estuaries (Childers et al., 2006; Murrell et al., 2007), as to some degree, 

primary production is governed by nutrients sourced from benthic sediment (Cowan and 

Boynton, 1996; Mortazavi et al., 2012). The sediment-water interface can operate as a 

nutrient source or sink depending on light availability, which determines the density of 

denitrification inhibiting sediment microalgae (McGlathery et al., 2001; Sundbäck et al., 

2006). Therefore, shallow water estuaries with benthic dominated primary producers may 

undergo eutrophication following a reduction in submarine light penetration (Kemp et al., 

2005). INL is so prevalent within estuaries, that in dry seasons (when less rainfall is 

depositing nutrients from the catchment) INL can replace water column nutrient pools up to 

two times faster than ENL (Buzzelli et al., 2013). Consequently, this means the recovery of 

estuarine systems can be inhibited by the INL process, as nutrients accumulated within the 

sediment continue to be released following a reduction in ENL (Pitkänen et al., 2001; 

Carstensen et al., 2006). In enclosed 70L tanks, Valdemarsen et al (2015) discovered that for 

the first 200 days INL is largely driven by nutrients on the sediment surface, before a 

reduction in nutrient recycling is seen when nutrients are predominantly sourced from depth. 

In other words, the extent of organic enrichment in sediment governs denitrification 
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efficiency (Cook et el., 2004; Hale et al., 2016; Kemp et al., 2005). In natural estuarine 

systems, the rate of INL is dependent on the filtering capacity, flushing time, and variations 

in freshwater and external nutrient delivery (Buzzelli et al., 2013).  

Our model follows the INL principles outlined above, except for the resuspension of 

sediment which is not included in the code. Our system deposits nutrients onto the sediment 

surface through MPB detritus and the pumping behaviour of M. liliana, where they are 

recycled back into sediment through the consumption by MPB. Denitrification also removes 

nutrients from the sediment layer. We tested six ENL events, simulating a sudden influx of 

nutrients into an established benthic community. From these tests, we identified both the 

efficiency of nutrient recycling in a benthic environment and how a large, isolated ENL event 

impacts BMPB and Bmac. Over the course of our trials, excess nutrients were recycled and 

eventually removed from the system through denitrification, with their removal time 

dependent on the size of the ENL event. We can only be confident that Bmac was significantly 

affected by the ENL, not BMPB; however, our results are still comparable to the literature 

(Gladstone-Gallagher et al., 2020; Hope et al., 2020; Thrush et al., 2021). What was 

interesting to see was how MPB and M. liliana responded to IN over long periods of time, 

and how the relationship between the two species changed. Notably, only once IN reached 

100,000 mmol N m-2 did we see a bloom in BMPB. BMPB approached K (the carrying capacity), 

but was not sustained throughout the trial despite nutrients remaining high (Figure 4.41 (b)). 

MPB’s reaction is explainable, as where they source their nutrients from (sediment surface or 

water column) is dependent on where the highest source of nutrients are. MPB in the model 

are designed to source their nutrients from IN once its volume becomes larger than what is 

available in the water column. A pronounced reaction from Bmac was not seen until nutrient 

concentrations became relatively high (10,000 mmol N m-2) (Figure 4.41 (a)). When IN was 

set to 100,000 mmol N m-2, both species experienced a sharp drop in biomass simultaneously, 

reaching their lower limits within 25,000 timesteps. For BMPB, this lower limit was still close 

to K, being maintained by access to sufficient nutrients and light for growth. However, Bmac 

fell well below Kmac, and despite continuing on an upward trend throughout the trial it did not 

fully recover (Figure 4.41). In a study of A. stutchburyi (a New Zealand bivalve species that 

fills a similar ecological niche to M. liliana) Tricklebank et al. (2020) found that the species’ 

density within the intertidal flats of Whangateau Harbour had nearly fully recovered in the 

decade following a mass mortality event (the event caused a decrease from 7.4 to 1.8kg wet 

weight per m2). However, the amount of large A. stutchburyi (>30mm in length), the most 
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important size class for completing ecosystem functions, have still not recovered. Similar 

findings were made following a mass mortality event for bivalves at Monte Hermoso Beach 

(Argentina) (Fiori & Cazzaniga, 1999). It is evident that disturbance events seriously hinder 

bivalve populations, due to their slow growth rate or by creating environments that no longer 

support large individuals. As the mortality events in these studies are unrelated to nutrient 

enrichment, the results from our study fill a gap in the literature, showing how bivalve 

populations respond long-term to large scale ENL events. It seems that the recovery of M. 

liliana is more important for regulating BMPB than reducing the concentration of nutrients 

within the system, an important finding for future management practices within estuaries 

when considering the focal species and timelines of remediation. 

It needs to be noted that the response of the model to this type of testing is not an 

accurate representation of how an estuary would respond in nature. Due to time restraints, we 

were unable to alter the code to allow for a continuous external nutrient loading process. 

Therefore, our tests demonstrate how an estuary would respond to an external nutrient 

loading (ENL) event if it were also never exposed to external nutrients again. 

5.3 Increasing the Model’s Efficacy in Predicting Estuarine 

Tipping Points 

 Designing a model that remained simple, functioned correctly, and represented an 

estuarine environment as accurately as possible is a task without end. To gather interesting 

data in the short timeframe we had, the model design was finalised earlier than we would 

have hoped. In this section we will discuss future additions that we believe are the most 

important for increasing the model’s efficacy in predicting estuarine tipping points. 

5.3.1 Adding Wind, Tidal, and Wave Effects 

 In its current state, the model is operating as a closed system, with no transport of 

nutrients, sediments, or both M. liliana and MPB. Modelling in this structure only gives us a 

simple analysis of local impacts, rather than broad scale. There are many ways nutrients and 

sediments are added to these ecosystems (see Section 2.1) – wind effects being one of them. 

The addition of wind effects would allow for the resuspension of MPB and mud, which has 

the potential to alter the relationships within the model. The resuspension of MPB would 

enable the migration and immigration of the species to occur. Most notably this would alter 

BMPB and other dynamic variables within the model, with constant variables such as Gmacgraz 
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being impacted also. The resuspension of MPB (from the top 0.5cm of sediment) can be 

modelled as a linear function of the windspeed averaged over three consecutive highwater 

periods (effective windspeed) – the same being true for mud (de Jonge & van Beusekom 

(1995). Within the Ems Estuary (bordering Germany and the Netherlands), de Jonge & van 

Beusekom (1995) found that up to 25% of benthic diatom’s total biomass may be in 

suspension at any one time. Upon further study within the upper reaches of this estuary, the 

flux of MPB resuspended from sediment to water column was quantified, being 10 x 103 

tonnes annually (de Jonge, 1995). The resuspension of benthic mud can be modelled using 

effective windspeed, altering the biogeochemical processes within our system by increasing 

both internal nutrient loading and turbidity values (see section 5.2.3). de Jonge (1995) found 

that even in the sheltered, upper limits of an estuary, the flux of mud from the seafloor to the 

water column can be as much as 7.5 x 106 tonnes annually. Wind effects are crucial in 

modelling this process, as a doubling of windspeed from 5 to 10 m s-1 can be five times more 

effective in resuspending mud on intertidal flats than a twofold increase in current velocity 

from 0.5 to 1.0 m s-1 (de Jonge & van Beusekom, 1995). In future iterations of the model, 

wind effects should be incorporated to include the resuspension and transportation of MPB 

and mud, coded to coincide with average wind conditions of the modelled estuary. However, 

while wind is critical in the vertical movement of these variables, tidal currents are the force 

that govern the horizontal movement of suspended sediment (Green et al., 1997). 

 Tidal currents are a relatively easy variable to incorporate within the model, as their 

speed and direction is frequently measured during environmental monitoring by local 

governing bodies or consistently by ports. Tidal velocities could be modelled as a constant, 

taken as an average over time, or a dynamic variable changing with ebb/flood tides and the 

seasons. Incorporating the effects of currents in the model would enable the transport of 

matter into or outside of the model space. This may include suspended mud and MPB, 

juvenile M. liliana (Cummings et al., 1993), and external nutrients (the latter being sourced 

from land run-off or coastal upwelling) There is a seaward flux of inorganic nitrogen within 

the Tauranga Harbour, exporting between 56 and 451 kg N per tidal cycle (Tay et al., 2012) – 

a process that could be incorporated alongside the denitrification parameter. The transport of 

mud into the model space would increase Mc and Kd values, having further effects on the 

model’s output (see Section 3.5 and 2.4 respectfully). The movement of suspended sediment 

with tidal currents can be calculated using Equation (7) in Green et al. (1997), which equates 

the sediment flux as the rate the mean suspended sediment concentration is advected by the 
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mean current speed. Crucially, Green et al. (1997) notes that sediment settlement times, 

transporting capacity, and availability are imperative for predicting the transport of total 

sediment loads. Tuapiro Stream (the stream adjacent to the collection site for much of our 

model’s data) has a sediment yield of 1600t y-1, and a mean suspended sediment 

concentration of 4.8g m3 (Surman et al., 1999). Other areas of the Tauranga Harbour have 

suspended sediment yield of over 37,000t y-1 (Surman et al., 1999). Using the sediment load 

from Tuapiro Stream, alongside Green et al.’s (1997) sediment transport equation, increasing 

the Mc value could be dynamically modelled. Green et al. (1997) acknowledge that unaided, 

tidal currents are not able to entrain benthic sediment, expressing that waves on intertidal 

flats are imperative for this process. 

 Wave interaction with the seafloor resuspends benthic sediment, creating turbid 

waters (Green et al., 1997; Green, 2006). Models exist that explain sedimentation patterns 

across intertidal mudflats (e.g., Malvarez et al., 2001; Green & Coco, 2007), meaning their 

equations could be incorporated amongst our own wave effects (see Section 3.10) to model 

wave induced sediment movement. For example, the mass of mud resuspended from the 

seabed by waves can be calculated using an equation by Bailard (1981), which equates the 

sediment density, transport efficiency, and settling speed against a time interval. Further 

consideration would need to be taken regarding the burial of MPB, which can occur 

following strong physical disturbance and vertical mixing from wind waves (Valdemarson et 

al., 2015). 

The incorporation of these three variables would increase the model’s efficacy in 

modelling estuarine ecosystems. It would allow for the transport of MPB, M. liliana, 

nutrients, and sediment in and out of the model space, creating a dynamic (and more natural) 

way of adding/removing mass to/from the currently closed system. Furthermore, these 

parameters are often readily accessible, meaning should the model be based around an 

estuary other than Tauranga Harbour its values could be easily altered.  

5.3.2 External Nutrient Loading 

 Nutrients within our model are currently sourced through two methods: 1) nutrients 

are added to the model upon initialisation; and 2) internal nutrient loading (see Section 5.3.2). 

To make the model more representative of estuarine systems seen in nature, future iterations 

should include an open system that allows for continuous external nutrient loading. External 

nutrients entering the system should be based upon local government records of nutrient 

loading to the area, or in-situ sampling. For example, total nitrogen (TN) within sediments at 
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Tuapiro Point (Tauranga Harbour) sit within 200-500 mg kg, with the predicted nutrient load 

from the Tuapiro Stream being somewhere between 0.5-0.75 parts per billion (ppb) (Ellis et 

al., 2013). Initial nutrient conditions within sediment can start at a value such as above, with 

nutrients being added to the system based upon the nearest river’s daily input. Nutrients can 

further be transported to and from the system based upon wind, tidal, and wave effects (see 

Section 5.3.1). 

5.3.3 Turbidity 

 To maintain the simplicity of our model, an average Kd value of 0.4m (from a range of 

0.16-0.98m) was used (see Section 3.4). A constant value is not reflective of the variable 

environmental conditions an intertidal flat would be exposed to, as climate conditions and 

anthropogenic influences vary light exposure constantly. Suspended particle concentrations 

naturally vary across a wide range in estuaries, controlled by climate oscillations (e.g., La 

Niña), seasonal variations in rainfall, adjoining land use, and tide and wave-generated 

currents (Green et al., 1997; Green, 2006; Cussioli et al., 2019). In future iterations of the 

model, Kd should be set as a range (such as that identified by Cussioli et al. (2019)) that 

varies upon pre-designated conditions (e.g., average rainfall, sunlight hours, estuarine 

sedimentation rates). Kd should be linked to additional natural processes, by incorporating it 

within the sediment resuspension and transportation processes discussed in Section 5.3.1. To 

increase the accuracy of the model further, sediment stabilisation by MPB should be 

incorporated, to allow for the modelling of feedback loops associated with MPB, Kd, and 

benthic sediment resuspension (see Section 5.2.1).   

5.3.4 Sediment Mud Content 

 Currently, the model is set to remain at a constant Mc (mud content) throughout each 

trial. While Mc can take some time to increase within benthic environments, it is important 

that Mc becomes a dynamic variable to increase the efficacy of this model in predicting 

ecosystem tipping points Mc’s variation within the model should be based upon the sediment 

transport methods outlined in Section 5.3.1, and artificially increased to represent expected 

Mc increases from external sources with time (see Section 2.1). Mc should also be integrated 

into the functionality of other variables, such as the detrital breakdown coefficients and the 

denitrification rate. Compared to sandy tidal flats, muddy sediments can increase 

remineralisation rates tenfold (Nowicki & Nixon, 1985). At its present stage, our 

denitrification rate (DR) is set to a constant rate, and in future iterations should be set to 
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increase alongside Mc. To maintain simplicity, DR could double with each 10% increase in 

Mc, reaching its maximum ten-fold increase by 100% Mc. This feature should also be 

incorporated into the biomass decay rates of MPB (CMPB) and M. liliana (Cmac), as these rates 

will also increase with Mc. However, what must be considered is that remineralisation rates 

are highly dependent on local biotic and abiotic factors, and it is difficult to set a universal 

rate that fits to changing Mc (O’Meara et al., 2020). Therefore, when using this model in 

future, we recommend using in-situ sampling to identify the Mc and DR across an estuary and 

calculating the range of DR based on the coupled DR-Mc results. Then, the range of DR can 

be matched proportionately to CMPB and Cmac. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

This research successfully created a dynamic model that accurately synthesised basic 

ecological reactions within an estuarine benthic community. Our design is set apart from the 

literature due to its unique ability to model pore-water advection currents caused by M. 

liliana pumping behaviour (a behaviour critical for the transportation and regulation of 

nutrients within New Zealand estuaries). We decided to maintain simplicity in our model for 

several reasons. The first being the rationalisation given in Fulton et al. (2004); general 

prediction and learning can be achieved through simpler designs. Physiological details are not 

always necessary, and their absence reduces costs in development and administration. 

Another argument in favour of simplicity is ‘Occam’s razor’, a principle that expresses 

warning in unnecessarily multiplying entities to achieve what can be done with less. Finally, 

simplicity is beneficial, as minor changes in one parameter in dynamic models may 

significantly affect another due to the nonlinear nature of their equations (Cale et al., 1983). 

Over the course of our study, extensive model testing showed that MPB populations 

exert a greater influence on the system than M. liliana, and that M. liliana populations are 

slow in their recovery following disturbance. Denitrification was found to be an imperative 

process within estuaries to enable M. liliana to maintain a stable population. Importantly, we 

identified very strong coupling behaviour between our dynamic variables during external 

forcing testing. Our most notable findings include:1) the growth of MPB populations being 

more susceptible to light limitation over nutrient limitation, with turbidity variations causing 

the largest disparity between MPB biomass results across all trials; 2) MPB populations are 

not diminished by a reduction in M. liliana pumping behaviour caused by increasing 

sediment mud content; and 3) while increasing external nutrient loading was found to 

decrease M. liliana biomass, there was no significant relationship between this process and 

MPB biomass. Furthermore, external nutrient loading did not cause an MPB bloom until 

nutrient levels became considerably large (100,000 mmol N m-2). Our results were validated 

by existing model simulations and field data within the literature. Moreover, our model 

exceeds guidelines and suggestions within the literature for accurately predicting ecosystem 
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tipping points, strengthening our confidence that our research successfully identified early 

warning signals for estuarine tipping points.  

6.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

Recommendations for increasing the model’s efficacy in predicting tipping points 

have been made in Section 5.3, but caution should be taken in ensuring new parameters are as 

accurate as possible. With or without these adaptations, the model is well suited for use in 

future estuarine management strategies; however, not in the context we initially hypothesised. 

While we are confident in our model’s ability, recent research has shown that dynamical 

models may be better used as a tool for highlighting potential issues in estuaries, rather than 

predictive instruments in management (Bryan et al., 2022). Where a dynamical model is 

favoured in its ability to simulate coupling behaviour between variables, this is also its 

downfall, as small changes in one parameter can markedly change another. In context, a 

slight mistake in a model parameter can cause major inaccuracies in its outcomes. Therefore, 

it is recommended that our model be used as an educational tool for estuarine managers to 

explain outcomes to stakeholders and the public or used to highlight issues within areas of 

estuaries with little data available. An example of this may be the model’s use in gathering 

explorative information surrounding discharge zones in estuaries without historic data (Bryan 

et al., 2022). 

 Our research has successfully created a platform that allows researchers, policy 

makers, and environmental managers to consider biogeochemical processes previously 

unavailable in the literature. The inclusion of pore-water advection currents caused by the 

pumping behaviour of M. liliana adds an additional layer of accuracy in our model’s 

prediction capability. Currently in New Zealand, the policies surrounding the management of 

the coastal marine area (The New Zealand Costal Policy Statement 2010) and freshwater 

bodies (The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020) are used in 

collaboration for deciding estuarine management outcomes. These policy statements are 

administered by separate governing bodies, with the Department of Conservation overseeing 

the costal statement and the Ministry for the Environment managing the freshwater. Despite 

the freshwater policy outlining that management approaches must consider receiving 

environments, estuaries are not mentioned amongst the guidelines of safe water quality limits. 

Although some guidance regarding safeguarding estuaries exists (MfE, 2021) and steps are 

being taken to incorporate estuarine features into policy (Cornelissen et al., 2017), further 

steps need to be taken. Here, we believe our model can fill this gap, by becoming a tool used 
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in policy creation and implementation, particularly following the addition of our advised 

parameters to its design.  
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